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ABSTRACT
Simulating large scale expansion of thin structures, such as in growing leaves, is challenging. Sold-shells have a num-
ber of potential advantages over conventional thin-shell methods, but have thus far only been investigated for small
plastic deformation cases. In response, we present a new general-purpose FEM growth framework for simulating
large plastic deformations using a new solid-shell growth approach while supporting morphogen diffusion and col-
lision handling. Large plastic deformations are handled by augmenting solid-shell elements with plastic embedding
and strain-aware adaptive remeshing. Plastic embedding is an approach to model large plastic deformations by mod-
ifying the rest configuration in response to displacement strain. We exploit the solid-shell’s ability of describing both
stretching and bending in terms of displacement strain to implement both plastic stretching and bending using the same
plasticity model. The large deformations are adaptively remeshed using a strain-aware criteria to anticipate buckling
and eliminate low-quality elements. We perform qualitative investigations on the capabilities of the new solid-shell
growth approach in reproducing buckling, rippling, rolling, and collision deformations, relevant towards animating
growing leaves, flowers, and other thin structures. The qualitative experiments demonstrates that solid-shells are a
viable alternative to thin-shells for simulating large and intricate growth deformations.
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A common feature that is exhibited across all living things is growth. As growth occurs, their bodies undergo
deformations, often resulting in the formation of intricate shapes and patterns. The morphological diversity found
in nature has intrigued researchers towards learning the factors that govern and influence morphology. Knowing the
factors can provide insights in applications, including plant breeding and tissue engineering. Plant breeders can modify
and exploit the factors on a genetic level or environmental level for creating new varieties of plants with specific
morphological traits [35, 48]. In tissue engineering, understanding the factors can assist researchers in developing
tissue growth and regeneration techniques, particularly in terms of growth factor release [18, 40], scaffolding [19, 16],
and external mechanical stress [5, 20]. Altogether, this raises an important scientific question of how morphological
factors can be hypothesized and studied.
One area of development is computer physics simulators that can experimentally simulate the growth of tissue.
These growth simulators are constructed using a number of components that model various aspects of growing tissue,
such as using mass-spring elements with adjustable rest length springs to model tissue elasticity and plasticity. Within
simulation, researchers have reproduced a number of objects that closely resemble counterparts found in nature. Some
examples include the formation of rippling leaves [29]; blooming coral and flowers [37]; and fruits and vegetables
[50]. Simulated plant models offer an accessible approach for researchers to experiment and analyze the impact of
simulated processes on tissue morphology development [6, 38].
1.1 Overcoming the Challenges of Simulating Growth
Compared to elastic deformations, the animation of growing structures has received much less attention in the physics-
based simulation literature. This is likely due to the unique and difficult challenges of simulating growing materials.
A primary challenge is handling the complex deformations associated with growth. These deformations are large,
permanent, and for thin tissue, often involve intricate shapes and patterns. The secondary challenge is accounting
the factors that govern and influence morphology development. These factors can include the chemicals, referred as
morphogen, that spread (i.e. diffuse) throughout tissue and signal where growth is to occur [44, 25], and also the
collisions that occur between adjacent growing tissues [9, 42].
There are previous works on addressing the primary challenge of handling the complex deformations of growth.
These previous works can be broken down into the components that were used: (1) constitutive model, (2) plasticity
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model, and (3) remeshing algorithm, if any. Each component has their own set of advantages for supporting growth
deformations.
Early physics-based simulations used mass-spring elements as the tissue constitutive model [29]. Mass-springs are
popular for their simplicity, but are limited by their discontinuous nature. This limitation can be overcome using the
finite element method (FEM), which is capable of modelling processes that are governed by partial differential equa-
tions (PDE) over a continuous domain. FEM-based tissue can model elasticity based on 3D stress-strain relationships,
while supporting diffusion and anisotropic behavior [22]. However, these advantages come at a price of increased
computational complexity, which allude to newer FEM frameworks that opt for simplified or reduced elements, such
as thin-shell elements and solid-shell elements. These shell elements are specialized to handle steep bending deforma-
tions efficiently, allowing intricate deformations to be modeled. Thin-shells are simplified such that the thickness is
incompressible and no shearing is assumed, making them specialized for modelling thin tissue [11]. In contrast, solid-
shells are a reduced variation of the volumetric element that are notable for their support for thickness compressibility
and shearing, and compatibility with existing 3D material laws.
Given a constitutive model, there are a number of methods in how plasticity can be modelled. Mass-springs can
have adjustable spring rest lengths to induce permanent deformation [29]. For FEM simulations, an easy approach
is multiplicative decomposition where the deformation gradient is decomposed into an elastic component and multi-
plicative plastic offset: F = FeFp [14]. For larger plastic deformations where the multiplicative plastic offset can cause
numerical instability, growth simulations involving membrane1 and volumetric elements use an alternative approach,
referred as plastic embedding by Wicke et al. [49], where the stress-free rest configuration of the FEM model is per-
manently deformed using forces associated with the growth strain until the strain is minimized. Plastic embedding has
been successful in modelling large plastic deformations for volumetric [22], membrane [23], and thin-shell elements
[13]. However, for solid-shells, incorporating plastic embedding is largely unexplored.
When growth is prolonged, it is necessary to adaptively remesh the model to prevent mesh degradation. A common
and simple method is to bisect edges that become too long [22]. Edges can also be flipped or collapsed to help
avoid triangles that are too small or have poor aspect ratios [10, 23]. In existing growth simulators, these remeshing
operations are triggered according to the geometry of the mesh. Outside of the growth literature, there exists strain-
aware remeshers that can selectively and preemptively refine a mesh where surface buckling2 is imminent [32].
Alongside with handling complex deformations, previous works have integrated other components together to gov-
ern and influence growth. A prominent component is morphogen diffusion which models the spreading of chemicals
that signal growth [29, 22, 23]. Another component that influences growth are collisions. Especially for large defor-
mations, growing tissue can take up specific shapes due to the space-constraints posed by neighboring tissue. Collision
handling has been experimented with growth simulations involving mass-springs models [37] and FEM thin-filament
models [46]. For growing FEM thin tissue, collision handling remains largely unexplored.
1Membrane elements are similar to thin-shell elements but do not model bending forces.
2Throughout the thesis, the term "buckling" refers to the sudden occurrence of bending due to the compression of elements.
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1.2 Problem
Solid-shells remain undeveloped for handling the large plastic deformations to complement the intricate growth de-
formations. Much of the literature in growing solid-shells utilize the multiplicative decomposition approach and lack
adaptive remeshing [50, 52, 51], which limit the solid-shell experiments within the scope of simulating small growth
deformations. Consequently, solid-shells remain largely overlooked compared to thin-shells for handling large growth
deformations despite the unique benefits that solid-shells offer.
1.3 Contribution
In this thesis, we present a general-purpose FEM growth framework that introduces a new solid-shell growth approach
to handle large plastic deformations while integrating morphogen diffusion and collision handling. Specifically, we
make the following contributions:
1. We enable large plastic deformations in solid-shells through plastic embedding. The plastic displacement strain
is continuously embedded into the solid-shell’s rest configuration to avoid large and volatile forces. Both plastic
stretching and bending are supported under the same embedding procedure by exploiting the solid-shell’s design
of representing both stretching and bending using displacement strain.
2. We introduce strain-aware adaptive remeshing to growth simulation. The remesher preemptively ensures that in-
tricate shapes and patterns can emerge, even from a starting coarse mesh. The adaptive remesher also eliminates
low-quality elements to improve stability as large deformations occur.
3. We extend the growth tensor routine proposed by Kennaway et al. [22] to support plastic bending in solid-shells.
The routine was originally designed to calculate the stretching growth strain for volumetric elements. We extend
this routine to allow a growth tensor that can specify bending strain.
4. We introduce morphogen diffusion and collision handling to growing solid-shells. Both procedures are included
to more accurately model the large growth deformations. Diffusion is handled using discrete differential ge-
ometry. Collisions are detected discretely and continuously, and are resolved using a linear complementarity
problem (LCP) solver.
These contributions are brought together to enable and accommodate the formation of large growth deformations in
solid-shells.
We perform qualitative investigations on the capabilities of the solid-shell growth framework in a number of
contexts relevant to simulating the growth of leaves, fruits, and flower petals. These simulations illustrate the wide
range of emergent patterns that the augmented solid-shells are able to achieve, including buckling, rippling, and rolling
deformations. Beyond existing FEM growth frameworks, we include novel demonstrations of large and intricate plastic
deformations with collision handling, and the ability to generate detailed growth models starting from a coarse mesh
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by using the strain-aware remesher. Altogether, we provide qualitative experiments to demonstrate that solid-shells
are a viable alternative to thin-shells elements for simulating growth involving large and intricate plastic deformations.
1.4 Organization of Thesis
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides a survey of related works and a summary of how our frame-
work distinguishes itself from existing growth frameworks. The methods deployed by our framework are covered in
Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, a number of simulated growth experiments are showcased to investigate the capabilities of
the new solid-shell growth approach. Lastly, Chapter 5 summarizes the thesis contributions, limitations, and the future




There are a number of existing contributions towards physics-based simulation of growth. In this Chapter, we
present a survey of the recent related works. The survey primarily highlights the methods used and the advantages of
each method. The existing frameworks and our framework are then compared in terms of methodology to distinguish
and summarize the novelty of our framework.
2.1 Mass-Spring Models
The early studies of simulating growth have used mass-spring elements to model tissue. In those models, the physical
properties of tissue is approximated as a set of point-masses where neighboring points are attached using springs. The
springs can have their rest lengths modified to simulate plastic deformation, namely growth. In addition, springs can
be attached between elements such that bending forces are accounted. Starting from a flat surface of mass-spring
elements, researchers have been successful in simulating the growth of bulges and ripples that are similarly found in
plant leaves [29, 36].
2.2 Finite Element Method
Growth can be more accurately simulated using the FEM [1]. The advantage of the FEM is that it can model PDE-
governed processes over a continuous domain. 3D stress-strain relationships and diffusion are particularly modeled
using the FEM and therefore can be coupled with FEM-based growth simulations. One of the pioneering works of
simulating growth using FEM was done by Kennaway et al. [22]. They have created models of the Antirrhinum flower
by diffusing growth-inducing morphogen over tissue composed of volumetric elements.
Beyond volumetric elements, there are other element types available, including the thin-shell element and solid-
shell element. Figure 2.1 provides a quick comparison between these three element types. The thin-shell and solid-
shell are elaborated in the subsequent sections.
2.3 Thin-Shell Elements
When simulating growth of thin tissues using the FEM, thin-shell elements can be used instead of volumetric elements.
Thin-shells are notable for decoupling bending dynamics from stretching dynamics. This allows steep bends between
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Volumetric (A) Solid-Shell (B) Thin-Shell (C)
Figure 2.1: Schematic Comparison between Volumetric, Solid-Shell, and Thin-Shell Elements. (A) shows a connected
pair of volumetric wedge elements. Stretching and bending are both captured by the 3D position of each node xk where
k ∈ [1..8]. (B) shows a connected pair of solid-shell elements using a mid-surface based implementation 1. Stretching
is captured by the mid-surface nodes xk where k ∈ [1..4]. Each mid-surface node xk is accompanied by a director
vector dk, which represents the thickness and rotation at node xk; bending dynamics are decoupled and delegated to
the director vectors. (C) shows a connected pair of thin-shell elements. Likewise with the solid-shell, the thin-shell has
mid-surface nodes to handle stretching dynamics. The thickness is always assumed to be constant and perpendicular
to the mid-surface normal (e.g. n1) for a given thin-shell element. How rotation is decoupled depends on the thin-shell
implementation; the figure particularly shows a hinge-based thin-shell implementation where bending is recorded as
an angle between two neighboring elements (e.g. θ12).
elements to occur without significantly impacting their stretching strain. Consequently, the risk of element inversion
is greatly reduced when bending occurs, which is needed for simulating complex morphologies. Models composed
of volumetric elements can tolerate large bends if they are high enough in resolution, but this comes at a price of
increased computational complexity relative to using thin-shell elements.
Growth simulations involving thin-shell elements were successful in reproducing the behavior of thin structures
subjected to growth. Experiments conducted by Chen et al. [7] were able to simulate the curling of paper and rippling
of a disc by diffusing moisture into them, and were comparable to real-life experiments. In the works of Vetter [46],
they produced fractal patterns (rippling within rippling) similar to those found in torn plastic sheets and beet leaves.
2.4 Solid-Shell Elements
Thin structures can alternatively be modelled using solid-shell elements. Solid-shells are a specialization of volu-
metric elements where stretching and bending are decoupled and represented by the translation and rotation of its
directors. These directors, which can be thought as extensible normal vectors, can be described exclusively in terms of
node displacement, allowing bending dynamics to be described without introducing notions of angular displacement.
1Our framework uses the alternative front and back node implementation where the solid-shell directors are described using the front and back
node positions. The front and back node implementation is elaborated later in Chapter 3. The mid-surface based implementation is shown in
Figure 2.1 to compare with the thin-shell more easily.
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Consequently, solid-shells are able to (1) interface with existing linear and hyperelastic 3D material laws, (2) retrain
thickness compression and shearing dynamics, (3) and describe both stretching and bending in terms of displacement
strain. In contrast to (3), thin-shells have a separate formulation for bending dynamics based on angular strain (Narain
et al. [31]) or second fundamental form (Vetter et al. [47], Chen et al. [7]). This separation particularly complicates
adapting different materials and therefore thin-shells are usually fixed to the St. Venant-Kirchhoff material which
is only valid for small strains [2]. In essence, solid-shells can be thought as a compromise between volumetric and
thin-shell elements: solid-shells trade off some of simplified thickness assumptions of thin-shells to gain benefits from
volumetric elements.
2.5 Plasticity using Multiplicative Decomposition
Figure 2.2: Deformation Gradient Decomposition to Handle Plasticity. The deformation gradient F is a description
of the object’s world configuration (right) with respect to its stress-free rest configuration (left). To account for plastic
deformations, F can be decomposed into an elastic and plastic component. The plastic component Fp describes the
object’s permanently deformed configuration (top middle), which can serves as the reference configuration for the
elastic component Fe to describe the world configuration.
Existing FEM growth simulators have their own approaches for modelling plastic deformations. A simple approach
is to decompose the deformation gradient into an elastic component and multiplicative plastic offset: F = FeFp [14, 46,
51]. The deformation gradient by itself is a mapping from the object’s stress-free rest configuration to its elastically
deformed world configuration. By decomposing the deformation gradient into a plastic and elastic component, the
object’s plastically/permanently deformed state can be tracked via the plastic offset Fp, which serves as a reference
for the elastic component Fe to describe the world configuration. This plasticity approach is visualized in Figure 2.2.
While this allows both elasticity and plasticity to be modelled together easily, the problem is that numerical instability
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can arise when the plastic strain associated with Fp becomes too large.
2.6 Plasticity using Rest Configuration Deformation
Figure 2.3: Modifiable Rest Configuration to Handle Plasticity. The object’s stress-free rest configuration is allowed
to alter according to the plastic deformation gradient Fp. The new rest configuration described by Fp is always with
respect to the current rest configuration, which is discarded and replaced whenever the new rest configuration is solved.
The world configuration, which accounts for elastic deformations, is with respect to the current rest configuration.
In other works, the rest configuration is allowed to deform. See Figure 2.3 for an overview of this alternative
plasticity approach. The advantage of this approach is that Fp decrements whenever the rest configuration deforms;
Fp gradually becomes represented by the rest configuration. In effect, the plastic strain associated with Fp is actively
minimized, allowing large plastic deformations to occur without encountering numerical instability. Termed as plastic
embedding, Wicke et al. [49] provides a formal description of this plasticity approach for volumetric elements. Plastic
embedding and its variations have been adopted for growing volumetric elements [22], membrane elements [23], and
thin-shell elements [13]. For solid-shell elements, plastic embedding is largely unimplemented but could be achieved
by modifying the rest configuration of its directors.
A caveat to plastic embedding is that the rest configuration of the model is restricted within Euclidean space.
For example, given two cube elements that are attached side-by-side (i.e. sharing four vertices), it is not possible to
represent a cube that is 2x bigger than the other cube while still sharing four vertices. To get around this caveat, the non-
embeddable portion of the plastic strain (i.e. residual strain) is retained and carried until it can be embedded into the
rest configuration [22, 31]. Other works utilize non-Euclidean plates developed by Efrati et al. [11] that represent the
non-Euclidean membrane rest configuration in a modifiable reference metric tensor, which can be extended to include
the bending rest configuration [7]. The reference metric tensor is assumed to be always known and is manipulated
directly according to customized rules, such as rest curvature being linearly dependent on moisture concentration [7].
2.7 Adaptive Remeshing
Growth models should be periodically remeshed to maintain a high quality topology. This involves routinely updating
the mesh such that its resolution does not degrade during growth. Otherwise, small and intricate morphologies, such
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Figure 2.4: Strain-Aware Adaptive Remeshing. (A) shows a starting coarse mesh. When the center of the mesh is
subjected to stretching strain, a strain-aware remesher can adaptively increase the topology resolution where strain is
present, as shown in (B), (C), and (D).
as wrinkles and ripples, would be prevented from emerging. In the simulations by Kennaway et al. [22], remesh-
ing is carried out by subdividing edges that either exceed a length threshold or morphogen concentration threshold.
Along with subdivision, edges can be flipped to help avoid "skinny" elements that have poor aspect ratios [37, 23]. As
well, edges can be collapsed to eliminate elements that either become too skinny or too small [10]. In more sophisti-
cated remeshing schemes, strain-aware thresholding is supported: heavily strained elements are refined to anticipate
potential surface buckling, and flat areas with little strain are coarsened into lower resolution elements to reduce
computational complexity [32]. Figure 2.4 provides a visualization of strain-aware adaptive remeshing.
2.8 Diffusion
Figure 2.5: Diffusion Across a Mesh Surface. (A) shows a square mesh composed of connected white spherical
nodes. (B) shows the same square mesh but with morphogen applied in the center, indicated by the red nodes. The red
morphogen is allowed to diffuse throughout the mesh for some amount of time, resulting in (C).
The spreading of growth-inducing morphogen is modeled as a diffusion process. The visual effect of diffusion is
shown in Figure 2.5. Diffusion is commonly simulated by solving the heat equation. The heat equation is a second-
order PDE that is dependent on the mathematical Laplacian operator ∆. At a high-level, solving the heat equation refers
to double integrating the heat equation to measure the quantity change of the diffusing substance at discrete points.
This double integration can be performed using the FEM which involves analytically integrating the discrete weak
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form of the Laplacian and performing the second integration using a numerical time-stepping method (e.g. backward
Euler). When integrating the Laplacian weak form, discrete differential geometry can be exploited to perform the
integration, essentially allowing a mass matrix and discrete cotangent Laplacian matrix to be constructed quickly
[39]. These two matrices are then passed to the time-stepping method which can be solved in very close to linear time
due to the symmetric positive definite (SPD) property of both matrices. Altogether, this particular diffusion method has
been incorporated to simulate morphogen diffusion efficiently [23]. In another work, geodesic distances are computed
using the discrete cotangent Laplacian matrix, enabling a specific growth model where the growth rate is dependent
on the distance from the tissue boundary [37].
2.9 Collision Handling
Figure 2.6: Collision Handling Demonstration. A flexible solid-shell sheet is dropped onto another sheet that has its
four corners pinned in-place. The collision handler prevents the dropped sheet from self-intersecting nor penetrating
through the other sheet.
When growth is prolonged, the model can potentially intersect with itself, justifying the need for collision handling.
Figure 2.6 provides a simple visual demonstration of collision handling. A straight-forward approach is to deploy a
discrete collision detection scheme with repulsion forces. In the growth simulations done by Rosenkrantz and Louis-
Rosenberg [37], nearby vertices are detected whenever their individual invisible ellipsoid-shaped collision bodies
intersected, which are repelled apart using spring forces. In another implementation, nearby contact between mesh
faces and edges are explicitly detected and repelled using normal forces [46].
Alternatively, continuous collision detection (CCD) with constraint-specified impulses can be used to avoid colli-
sions [34]. The advantage of CCD is that the time-space path of the individual vertices, edges, and triangles are ac-
counted for, allowing collisions to be detected precisely and robustly. When collisions are detected, they are resolved
using impulses that are specified by geometric constraints. The impulse approach allows energy and momentum to be
conserved and does not require stiffness parameter tuning [43].
Collision impulses can be solved using iterative methods, such as the Gauss-Seidel or Jacobi method, or by using
direct methods. Direct methods, particularly LCP solvers, can simultaneously account for all the given geometric
constraints to guarantee that the impulses do not violate each others’ constraints [33]. LCP solvers are also compatible
with GPU-based implementations to accelerate collision handling [24].
While CCD can detect collisions exactly as they occur, the downside is that collisions become more difficult to
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resolve in certain cases, such as the case of tangled and pinched meshes [33]. The reasoning is that, unlike its discrete
counterpart, CCD does not enforce a minimum distance between nearby pairs, making it more susceptible to creating
new secondary collisions when the impulses are applied. To increase the robustness of collision handling, previous
work has combined discrete and continuous collision detection to offset each of their disadvantages [3].
2.10 Summary
Table 2.1: Distinguishing our growth framework from recent related works in the physics-based growth literature.
The abbreviated terms are as follow: Mass-Spring (S), FEM Membranes or Volumes (MV), FEM Solid-Shells (SS),
FEM Thin-Shells (TS), Rest Length (L), Multiplicative Offset (M), Plastic Embedding (E), Reference Metric Tensor
(T), Length-Aware (Length), Strain-Aware (Strain), Discrete Differential Geometry (DDG), Discrete Detection (D),
Continuous Detection (C), Spring or Normal Forces (F), Impulses (Imp), Open-Source (OS).
Constitutive Plasticity Adaptive Remesh Diffusion Collision Handling
Framework S MV SS TS L M E T Length Strain Yes DDG D C F Imp OS
Kennaway et al. [22] 7 7 7 7 7 2
Vetter [46] 7 7 7 7
Rosenkrantz and
Louis-Rosenberg [37] 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
Chen et al. [7] 7 7 7
Kierzkowski et al. [23] 7 7 7 7 7
Gingras and Kry [13] 7 7 7 7
Zheng et al. [51] 7 7
Our Growth Framework 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 3
We summarize the recent related works and our growth framework in Table 2.1. Our open-source growth frame-
work specializes in growing solid-shell elements that are equipped with plastic embedding and a strain-aware remesher,
contributing the ability for solid-shells to handle large and intricate plastic deformations. We further extend the new
solid-shell growth approach by providing support for modelling morphogen diffusion and collision handling, which
altogether govern and influence the growth process. Morphogen diffusion is modelled efficiently by leveraging on dis-
crete differential geometry. Collision handling is made robust using a combination of discrete and continuous collision






Algorithm 1: Growth Method
1 for each time step from k = 0 to n do
2 Remesh (3.8)
3 Diffuse morphogen (3.4)
4 Transform fraction of morphogen into plastic strain (3.5)
5 Calculate plastic forces using plastic strain (3.6)
6 Advance rest configuration using plastic forces (3.7)
7 Advance world configuration using elastic forces 1
8 Perform collision handling (3.9)
9 end
3.1 High-Level Overview
The framework methodology is outlined in Algorithm 1 with corresponding sections highlighted in red. Growth
is simulated by deforming the rest configuration of the solid-shells wherever morphogen is present. The user first
specifies the initial locations of the morphogen on a FEM node basis, either through scripting or by using the provided
user-interface tool. The morphogen can vary in concentration, type, and subtype. The morphogen types differ in terms
of growth direction, while morphogen subtypes differ by whether plastic stretching or plastic bending is induced.
Morphogen is simulated to diffuse from node to node by solving the heat equation. After a single diffusion time step,
a fraction of the morphogen is absorbed to compute the plastic strain. The magnitude and direction of the plastic strain
are dependent on the concentration and type of the absorbed morphogen. Plastic bending is induced by localizing the
plastic strain along the bottom virtual surface of the solid-shells, as opposed to all surfaces for plastic stretching.
From the plastic strain, plastic forces are computed. These forces are derived from the solid-shell formulation and
the linear material model. The material can be substituted with another 3D material (e.g. Neo-Hookean and Mooney-
Rivlin) if desired. The plastic forces are then used to deform the model’s rest configuration using an implicit time
integration scheme. The portion of the plastic strain that is not embedded/represented in the Euclidean rest configura-
tion is carried over to the next time step and is regarded as the residual strain. We follow Kennaway et al. [22] in that
external forces are absent during growth, allowing the world configuration to simply mirror the rest configuration. But
1If external forces are absent, then the world configuration does not need to be solved and can mirror the rest configuration.
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if external forces are desired, elastic forces can be derived by either using the same 3D material that is used to compute
the plastic forces or by using a fast linear corotational material model [30]. The elastic forces are passed to the same
implicit time integration scheme to solve the world configuration.
Collision handling is carried out to detect and repel apart features that are nearby or colliding. Nearby features
are detected using discrete collision detection and then repelled apart using impulses that are computed according to
geometric constraints. Features that are colliding are detected and repelled in the same matter but using continuous col-
lision detection instead. Because the world and rest configurations occupy the same space in our growth simulations,
collision handling is performed on the rest configuration.
Adaptive mesh refinement is performed by bisecting, flipping, and collapsing edges. The amount of refinement or
coarsening is based the edge lengths, curvatures, velocities, and plastic strain of the rest configuration. Elastic strain
is also accounted as needed.
To ensure reproducibility of the methods and experiments, the source code of the growth framework is made
public. The growing solid-shells, morphogen diffusion procedure, adaptive remesher, and collision handler are all im-
plemented and integrated together from the ground-up in the common Java programming language. The experiments
can be reproduced by running the preconfigured scripts that are included with the growth framework.
3.2 Finite Element Method
The growth framework is built upon the FEM, which is a numerical method for solving partial differential equations.
Many natural phenomena are described using partial differential equations, and therefore can be simulated using the
FEM. This section provides a general understanding of the FEM in the context of simulating elastic deformations
using simple volumetric elements, serving as a foundation for discussing more specific topics, including solid-shell
elements and growth. Simulating elastic deformations using the FEM consists of 9 steps which are elaborated in the
subsequent sections:
1. Divide deformable object into discrete elements. (3.2.1)
2. Distribute integration points (i.e. sampling points) across each element. (3.2.2)
3. Calculate the deformation gradient, strain, and stress at each integration point. (3.2.4, 3.2.5, 3.2.6)
4. Solve for the elastic forces by quadrature. (3.2.7)
5. Solve for the stiffness matrices by quadrature. (3.2.8)
6. Assemble the forces and stiffnesses into global form. (3.2.9)
7. Solve for the velocities to advance the deformed object. (3.2.10)
8. Repeat steps 3 to 7 as needed.
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3.2.1 Discretization
The first step is to subdivide the problem domain into discrete elements. The elements are represented using simple
geometric shapes. For instance, a deformable object can be subdivided into tetrahedral elements. Each element has a
set of nodes, which typically correspond to the vertices of the shape, and are shared between adjacent elements. The
nodes themselves hold data variables that are relevant to the problem. For example, a heat flow simulation would keep
track of a temperature variable at each node.
Each shape has its own set of shape functions, also known as basis functions, which describe the domain space
within the element. Shape functions can interpolate the known nodal data values to an arbitrary point within the






where r is the number of nodes of the element, Vi is the data value associated with node i, Ni is the shape function
of node i, and V is the interpolated data value at the given arbitrary point, which is specified using local coordinates
ξ = (ξ1,ξ2,ξ3). See Figure 3.1 which lay out the local coordinate system of a tetrahedral element. The shape function
themselves, which for a tetrahedral element, are defined as
N1(ξ) = 1−ξ1−ξ2−ξ3 N2(ξ) = ξ1 N3(ξ) = ξ2 N4(ξ) = ξ3.
Regardless of the geometric shape used, its set of shape functions have a property of summing to 1 and that the i-th
shape function will evaluate to 1 with others evaluated to 0 if the input local coordinates ξ corresponds to the local
coordinates of node i.
Figure 3.1: Tetrahedral Element. The local coordinates (ξ1,ξ2,ξ3) is provided for each node i. The axes of the local
coordinate system are individually labeled as e1, e2, and e3.
3.2.2 Integration Points
Each element has a set of integration points that are distributed within the element. The integration points are analogous
to the quadrature points used in the Guassian quadrature scheme. These integration points allow difficult expressions
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that require integrating over the element volume to be approximated by quadrature. For a tetrahedral element, it
typically only has one integration point:
ξk = (ξ1,k,ξ2,k,ξ3,k) wk = 1
= (0.5,0.5,0.5)
where ξk and wk are the local coordinates and weight of the single integration point k. The weight is the fraction of
the element volume that the integration point is representing.
3.2.3 Jacobian Matrix
Nodal data values can be described as a gradient. Gradients are measured at integration points and are represented as


























The Jacobian matrix describes the change in the nodal data value x = (x,y,z) with respect to the change in local
coordinates at a given integration point. In other words, the matrix describes how the nodal data value changes as you
infinitesimally traverse through an element, starting from the given integration point. In the context of deformation











where r is the number of nodes of the element, ⊗ is the outer product operator, Ni is the i-th shape function, and xi
is the 3D position of node i in global coordinates. Node positions that are specified in global coordinates refer to
the global coordinate system. Unlike the local coordinate system, which is uniquely defined for each element, the
global coordinate system is shared across all elements. The axes of the global coordinate system is always fixed and
commonly corresponds to the 3D orthogonal Euclidean coordinate system.
3.2.4 Deformation Gradient
The elastic forces are dependent on the deformation that the object is experiencing. The deformation gradient offers a






















The deformation gradient describes, in gradient form, the deformed object relative to its rest configuration. The rest
configuration of an object is the shape that the object takes when subjected to zero forces (i.e. no deformations).
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By convention, any coordinate that is with respect to the object in its rest configuration is capitalized. For example,
in the context of deformation simulation, xi and Xi denote the position of node i in its world configuration and rest
configuration respectively. The world configuration of an object is simply the current shape of the object, which
differs from the rest configuration when deformations are present. Coordinates that refer to the objects in their rest
configuration reside in the reference-space while coordinates that refer to the objects in their world configuration reside
in the separate world-space.










where Jacobian matrix J is calculated using equation (3.1) and the rest Jacobian matrix J0 is computed in the same
matter but using the node positions in reference-space instead of world-space. When the world configuration is equal
to the rest configuration (i.e. no deformation), the deformation gradient F is simply an identity matrix.
3.2.5 Strain
Figure 3.2: Measuring Infinitesimal Strain. (A) depicts a cube from a 2D view with an undeformed length ∂X1 being
stretched along the x-axis by ∂u1. (B) shows the same cube being sheared instead. The angles θ1 and θ2 are used to
quantify the amount of shearing experienced by the cube relative to its undeformed rest configuration.
While the deformation gradient represents a measurement of deformation, it can be refined into a displacement
gradient tensor. The tensor measures, in gradient form, the displacement between the world-space and reference-space
coordinates of the object. There are various models of the displacement gradient tensor.
For small deformations, the displacement gradient tensor is calculated as an infinitesimal strain tensor. This strain
tensor, also known as the Cauchy strain, makes the assumption that deformations are small enough such that strain
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can be approximated geometrically in terms of length differences. It is useful to derive the Cauchy strain in order to
understand its definition and reveal how it can be computed directly from the deformation gradient [17].
The Cauchy strain ε is a symmetric matrix with 3 diagonal stretching components and 3 unique off-diagonal
shearing components. Let u denote a 3D displacement vector and let X denote a 3D position in reference-space. Both
u and X are in global coordinate space and thus share the common Euclidean coordinate system. Suppose we are given
an infinitesimal cube subjected to stretching deformation, as shown in Figure 3.2.A. The amount of stretching along













Now suppose that the infinitesimal cube is subjected to shearing deformation, as shown in Figure 3.2.B. The angular
deformation that is experienced by the sheared cube along the x-y plane is defined by angles formed between the
undeformed and sheared cube:
γ12 = θ1 +θ2.
For small angles, the angles are approximately equal to their tangent, which in turn, can be defined in terms of lengths
using trigonometry:
θ1 ≈ tanθ1 =
∂u2
∂X1




Therefore, we can rewrite the angular deformation γ12 in terms of lengths:



















































































The deformation gradient can be thought as, in gradient form, the displacement from the rest configuration. This
notion is expressed as
F = ∇u+ I
which can be rearranged:
∇u = F− I. (3.4)


















Figure 3.3: Stress Forces on an Infinitesimal Body. The normal stress forces are labelled σx, σy, and σz. The
shear stress forces perpendicular to σx are labelled τxy and τxz. Those perpendicular to σy are τyx and τyz, and those
perpendicular to σz are τzx and τzy
The Cauchy strain tensor can be transformed into the Cauchy stress tensor, which describes the elastic force










Each of the 9 elements in the stress tensor corresponds to a particular force direction. See Figure 3.3 which layout
the force directions. The diagonal elements are the orthogonal normal stress forces while the off-diagonal elements
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represent the shear forces. Much like the Cauchy strain tensor, the Cauchy stress tensor is a symmetric matrix. Only
3 of the shear forces (τxy,τyz,τzx) need to be accounted: τyx = τxy,τzy = τyz, and τzy = τxz.
The stress tensor incorporates the properties of the material that the object is made of. Material properties can
include a stiffness parameter (e.g. Young’s modulus E), a ratio between the expansion that occurs perpendicularly to
the direction of compression (e.g. Poisson’s ratio ν), and other parameters that depend on the material model used.
The simplest material model is the linear material model, which assumes that stretching and compression of the object
obey Hooke’s law.
Assuming the linear material model and using Einstein notation, the stress tensor is calculated as
σi j =Cab εkl
where a = 2i + k, b = 2 j + l, and C is the material elasticity tensor that linearly maps the strain to stress while





1−ν ν 0 0 0 0
ν 1−ν ν 0 0 0
ν ν 1−ν 0 0 0
0 0 0 1−2ν2 0 0
0 0 0 0 1−2ν2 0




The stress tensor σ can be integrated over the element volume to yield the element’s contribution towards the force of





where v is the volume of element e, and Bi is an extrapolation matrix that provides the mapping (in gradient form) be-
tween node i and any arbitrary point within the volume. Evaluating the integral analytically is difficult and impractical.
Therefore, it is approximated using the quadrature approach by evaluating the integrand over the q discrete integration







In this equation, the extrapolation matrix Bi,k is constructed using node i’s shape function derivatives, which are


























The sparsity and arrangement of the extrapolation matrix, as shown above, is intended in order to multiply the com-
ponents of the symmetrical stress tensor with their corresponding extrapolation matrix component. For example, both
σx and τyx are with respect to the change in local coordinate ξ1 and therefore should be be multiplied with the BTi,k











The dvk factor denotes the volume associated with integration point k and is calculated as
dvk = det(Jk)wk.
3.2.8 Stiffness Matrix
A stiffness matrix K can be created in order to map the nodal forces into nodal displacements, while taking in account
of the material stiffness. The stiffness matrix can be understood using a simple example [29]. Suppose an element has
4 nodes and each node has 3 degrees of freedom (i.e. x,y,z), which totals to 12 degrees of freedom for the element.
The stiffness matrix associated with the element is consequently constructed as a 12× 12 matrix. Ki j is the force
exerted on the i-th degree of freedom when all the other degrees of freedom are held zero except for the j-th degree of
freedom, which is allowed to be displaced by one unit.
For consistency with how the elastic forces are indexed, we index K on a nodal basis. Therefore in the subsequent
sections, Ki j will refer to the 3×3 matrix that describes the force and displacement relationship between node i and









BTi,kCB j,k dvk (3.7)
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where node i, node j, and the set of the integration points q are belonging to element e; and Bi,k, to re-iterate, is the
nodal extrapolation matrix Bi that is evaluated using the local coordinates of integration point k.
3.2.9 Assembly
The nodal forces and stiffness matrices, which were evaluated by integrating across the elements individually, can be
assembled into a global force vector f′ and global stiffness matrix K′ in order to solve for the nodal velocities all at
once. Each node is assigned a global node index that is unique amongst the other nodes in the FEM system. For
example, the i-th node of element e can be assigned a global node index set to e · i. Using global nodal indices, the






where i is the global node index, E is the set of elements adjacent to node i, and fei , which was defined earlier in
equation (3.6), is the 3D force of node i that is contributed by element e.






where i and j are global node indices, E is the set of elements that contain both node i and j, and Kei j is the 3× 3
stiffness matrix that is contributed by element e and defined in equation (3.7). If E is an empty set (i.e. there does not
exists an element containing node i and j), then K′i j is simply set to a 3×3 zero matrix.
3.2.10 Solve
The global force vector can undergo a separate integration procedure to retrieve the nodal velocities that advance the
deformed object into the next time step. The integration is handled by the implicit integrator (i.e. backward Euler
method) provided by ArtiSynth [26]. The implicit integrator uses Newton’s 2nd law of motion as a starting premise:
Mv̇ = f (3.8)
where M is a diagonal matrix of nodal masses, v̇ is a vector of nodal accelerations, and f corresponds to the global
force vector.
We use equation (3.8) to advance the world-space nodal positions x and velocities v forward in time. For stability
reasons, the backward Euler scheme is used to update v and x at each time step k:
Mvk+1 = Mvk +hfk+1
xk+1 = xk +hvk+1 (3.9)
where h is the integration time step.
Because fk+1 is not known, we approximate it with a Taylor expansion:







where the derivatives ∂f/∂v and ∂f/∂x correspond to the optional damping matrix and global stiffness matrix of the
FEM system. In the context of equation (3.9), we have
∆v≡ uk+1−vk ∆x≡ xk+1−xk = hvk+1.






vk+1 = Mvk−h ∂f
∂v
vk +hfk (3.10)
which is solved for vk+1 at each time step using a direct sparse linear solver. vk+1 is then used to compute xk+1
according to equation (3.9).
3.3 Solid-Shell Element
Figure 3.4: Schematic Diagram of a Triangular Solid-Shell using a Front and Back Node Implementation. The
element is comprised of three front nodes (x1, x2, x3) and three virtual back nodes (y1, y2, y3). The virtual back node
position can alternatively be specified as ya = xa−da where da is the director vector that extends from the back node
ya to the front node xa. The axes of the local coordinates are labelled as e1, e2, and e3. The local coordinates (ξ1,ξ2,ξ3)
of each node is provided.
The surface of biological tissue can be comprised and modelled using triangular solid-shell elements. The solid-
shell is a specialization of the volumetric wedge element where the thickness is linearized, and that stretching and
bending are respectively represented by the translation and rotation of the director vectors. There are two possible
implementations for the triangular solid-shell element. The first implementation uses 3 nodes that reside on the solid-
shell’s mid-surface where each node specifies the midpoint of its associated director. This implementation is previously
shown in Figure 2.1.B. The second implementation uses 3 front surface nodes and 3 virtual back surface nodes where
each front-back node pair represents a single director, as shown in Figure 3.4. The front node and back node of a
given director can be imagined as encoding the director’s position and orientation respectively. The 3 back nodes are
virtual in the sense that they are not visible nor exposed to external forces. We use the second implementation of the
solid-shell to handle plasticity more easily and to accommodate potential volumetric element attachments [27].
Notions of integration points, deformation gradient, strain, and stress in volumetric elements still apply to solid-
shell elements. Solid-shells differ in how the deformation gradient, force, and stiffness are calculated due to its
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linearized thickness and director-based design. In addition, compared to the simple tetrahedral element example, a
solid-shell has 3 integration points distributed along each layer: top surface, virtual mid-surface, and virtual bottom
surface. The elastic forces of the front and back nodes are obtained by numerically integrating the stress tensors across
the 9 integration points. As well, the stiffness between an adjacent node pair is obtained by numerically integrating
the material elasticity tensor. The exact formulation of the deformation gradient, force, and stiffness for solid-shells
follow closely that of FEBio [27, Section 4.2].
Similar to thin-shells, a solid-shell model can be treated as a surface mesh (i.e. 2D manifold). The vertices,
edges, and faces of the surface mesh correspond to the front nodes, front edges, and front triangles of the solid-shells.
Virtual back nodes can still be accessed by referring to their corresponding front nodes. Altogether, this 2D abstraction
simplifies the diffusion, remeshing, and collision detection process.
3.3.1 Construction
Let ξ = (ξ1,ξ2,ξ3) denote the local coordinates of a point within a solid-shell element. The space that the local coor-
dinates reside are shown in Figure 3.4. Coordinate ξ3 is defined such that the front nodes and back nodes correspond
to ξ3 = 1 and ξ3 =−1 respectively. The 2D shape functions of the solid-shell element are defined as
N1(ξ) = 1−ξ1−ξ2 N2(ξ) = ξ1 N3(ξ) = ξ2.
These 2D shape functions ignore the local thickness coordinate ξ3. Using these 2D shape functions and ξ3 indepen-
dently, the local coordinates (ξ1,ξ2,ξ3) can be mapped into global coordinates x(ξ1,ξ2,ξ3) when given the global

























where xa and ya refers to the global position of the a-th front node and a-th back node respectively, da is the a-th
director vector which stems between its front and back node (i.e. da = xa−ya), and Na is the a-th 2D shape function.
The local coordinates of the solid-shell element’s integration points can be found in Appendix A.1. The solid-
shell element has 9 integration points that are distributed across its volume. The extra integration points improve the
approximation of the quadrature procedure while allowing flexibly in localizing the strain and stress in the element.











These three vectors can be regarded as covariant basis vectors. Each covariant basis vector has a contravariant basis
vector counterpart, which is written with a superscript instead: gk. The contravariant basis vectors is best understood











The formula for the covariant basis vectors can be found in the Appendix A.2, which also describes the covariant and
contravariant basis vectors in more detail.
















The deformation gradient can then be used to compute the strain and stress tensors in the same matter as for volumetric
elements. See Sections 3.2.5 and 3.2.6.
3.3.2 Elastic Force and Stiffness Matrix
For the elastic force and stiffness matrix, the solid-shell element has its own unique formulation. Let a be a node from
a solid-shell element’s set of front nodes (1,2,3) and back nodes (4,5,6); a ∈ {1,2,3,4,5,6}. Also let s(a) denote the
index of node a relative to the face it belongs to:
s(a) =
a if a ∈ {1,2,3}a−3 otherwise . (3.12)













where each integration point k has its own set of local coordinates (ξ1,k,ξ2,k,ξ3,k); σk is the 3×3 stress tensor computed
at integration point k; and face(i) is 1 or -1, depending if node a belongs to the front or back face respectively. The
formula for the gradient factor can be found in the Appendix A.3.
Along with the elastic shell forces, the stiffness matrix can be computed. Let a and b refer to two nodes (identical
or different) for a given element. The 3×3 stiffness matrix between nodes a and b is calculated over the q integration



















where C is the material elasticity tensor.
3.4 Diffusion
The chemicals that initiate growth can be simulated to diffuse across a surface mesh by solving the heat equation:
u̇ = ∆u(x, t)
where ∆ is the Laplace operator and u(x, t) is the concentration of an arbitrary substance at position x and time t.
Solving this heat flow expression over some period of time would yield the change in concentration at each fixed
position x. Section 2.8 from earlier provides a high-level overview of the solve process.
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The mass matrix A and discrete cotangent Laplacian matrix L that are required to solve the heat equation are
simple to calculate. Suppose that a triangular mesh containing |V | vertices is given, representing the front surface
of the solid-shell model. The mass matrix A is a |V | × |V | diagonal matrix where the i-th diagonal entry contains
one-third of the summed area of triangles that are incident to vertex i. The cotangent Laplacian matrix L is a |V |× |V |




2 [cotα+ cotβ] if edge i- j exists
−∑n(L)in if i = j
0 otherwise
(3.15)
where ∑n is the summation over each neighboring vertex n that shares an edge with vertex i; and α and β are the angles
that are on opposite sides of edge i- j, as shown in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Angles between an Edge for Constructing the Cotangent Laplacian Matrix. The edge is comprised of
vertices i and j, with angles α and β on opposite sides of the edge.
When given the initial concentration at each vertex i, their final concentrations after a small time step h are deter-
mined by solving for u1 in the linear system [39]:
(A−hDL)u1 = Au0
where D is the diffusion coefficient and u0 is the |V |-sized vector containing the initial concentration at each vertex.
Solving for u1 can be done using any direct sparse linear solver.
3.5 Growth Tensor
As morphogen diffuse throughout the front nodes, each front node will convert a fraction of its morphogen into a
growth tensor. The growth tensor itself is a specification of the amount of growth to occur and is formulated as a
function of morphogen concentration [22]. The growth tensor is formulated in such a way to support anisotropic
growth by accepting multiple types of morphogen where each type corresponds to a particular growth direction. We
extend this definition where each morphogen type is either of stretching subtype or bending subtype.
Assuming stretching subtype for now, the 3 types of morphogen that independently diffuse throughout the model
are PAR, PER, and NOR. As these morphogens diffuse from node to node, at every time step, each node subtracts a
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fixed percentage of its morphogen to be used for growth. The amount of morphogen subtracted are recorded on an
element basis: each element has a 3×3 element growth tensor E where Ei j refers to the amount of morphogen of type
j absorbed by the element’s i-th front node.
The element growth tensor E is rotated to align with the element’s 3×3 growth frame. The growth frame is defined
as a rotation matrix:
Z = [dPAR,dPER,dNOR]
where dPAR, dPER, and dNOR are orthogonal unit vectors that represent the growth directions of the morphogen types.
dPAR and dPER lie in the plane of the element while dNOR is parallel to its normal. When growing with solid-shell
elements, NOR morphogen is disabled unless the element thickness needs to gradually expand over time. With growth
frame Z, its respective element growth tensor E is rotated into E′:
E′ = ZEZᵀ.
Each element has an integration growth tensor G, which is derived from the rotated element growth tensor E′. The
intention is to transform the rotated element growth tensor such that the number of rows corresponds to the number
of integration points instead of the number of front nodes. In other words, the amount of morphogen absorbed at
each integration point is to be inferred from the element’s front nodes. This transformation can be done using another
extrapolation matrix. Specifically, we use a 3×q matrix M where Mni is the solid-shell’s n-th 2D shape function that
is evaluated using the local coordinates of the i-th integration point. Recall that these 2D shape functions are invariant
to depth (i.e. 3rd local coordinate); integration points that have the same 1st and 2nd local coordinates will receive the
same extrapolated morphogen absorbed.
This extrapolation matrix will only change when the morphogen is of bending subtype. The only difference is
that when bending morphogen is being extrapolated, the extrapolation matrix M is set to zero except for the first 3
columns. In effect, this only allows the 3 integration points that reside along the virtual bottom surface to receive the
extrapolated morphogen. That way, only the virtual bottom nodes, which handle rotation dynamics, will subsequently
be pushed apart, causing upward bending to occur. It is worth noting that negative concentrations can be introduced to
shrink the virtual bottom surface instead, which is particularly useful to induce downward bending.
Regardless how the extrapolation matrix M is set, it is multiplied with the rotated element growth tensor E′ to yield
the integration growth tensor G:
Gᵀ = E′ᵀ M.
The q×3 integration growth tensor G specifies the amount and direction of growth to occur at each integration point
of the element. Specifically, the i-th row of the integration growth tensor is regarded as the 3 diagonal entries of the
3× 3 plastic strain tensor εi,plastic with off-diagonal entries set to zero. In the next section, a method is described to
convert the plastic strain into forces that permanently deform the model.
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3.6 Plastic Forces
In order to induce plastic deformations, the plastic forces, which are forces associated with the plastic strain, need to
be derived. The Cauchy stress tensor is first computed using the plastic strain:
σk,plastic = C · εk,plastic
where C is the linear material elasticity tensor. The plastic forces are then formulated exactly as the elastic forces of
the solid-shell using equation (3.13) except that the stress tensor σ is substituted with σk,plastic. When the plastic forces
have been computed, if desired, they can be summed with external plastic forces to allow arbitrary plastic forces.
3.7 Plastic Embedding
The key idea to plastic embedding is that the plastic forces are applied to the rest configuration of the model [49]. The
plastic forces are substituted into fk of equation (3.10) to yield the corresponding velocities vk+1. The solved velocities
vk+1 are then used to displace the rest configuration from time step k to k+1:
Xk+1 = Xk +hvk+1
where h is the integration time step and X is the node positions of the rest configuration. By advancing the rest
configuration, the object’s stress-free shape becomes modified permanently, thus simulating plastic deformation.
When the rest configuration advances at each time step, the plastic strain tensor at each integration point decrements
accordingly to reflect the remaining amount of plastic deformation to occur. Using small residual strain assumptions,






The hat symbol ˆ indicates that the symmetrical factor of the associated tensor should be used (see Appendix A.4
regarding decomposing a tensor into a symmetrical and rotational factor). In other words, we discard the rotational
factor since they are unimportant when dealing with plasticity [21]. εki,plastic is the plastic strain tensor at the current
time step k, specifying the expected amount of plastic deformation to occur at integration point i. Ri is the reference-
space incremental deformation gradient [45], which is the deformation gradient of the updated rest configuration at







k,plastic is the remaining (i.e. residual) plastic strain that will be carried over to the next time step k+1.
Afterwards, the masses of the individual solid-shell elements are updated to sync with the grown rest configuration.
The masses are directly related to the density and rest volume of the solid-shells.
We emphasize that the plastic embedding procedure does not require distinguishing between stretching and bend-
ing. This is due to the design of the solid-shell where stretching and bending can both commonly be described in terms
of nodal displacement strain.
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3.8 Adaptive Remeshing
Periodically during growth simulation, the model is remeshed to refine curved, dynamic, and compressed surfaces
with enough resolution to permit surface buckling formation and retain geometric detail. At the same time, flat, idle,
and relaxed surfaces are coarsen to save computation time. The implementation follows Narain et al. [32] and has
been adapted for the growing solid-shells. Algorithm 2 provides an outline of the implementation.
Algorithm 2: Adaptive Remeshing Procedure
/* Mesh Analysis */
1 for each element e do
2 Mcrv← Curvature metric of e (3.8.1.1)
3 Mvel← Velocity gradient metric of e (3.8.1.2)
4 Melastic← Elastic strain metric of e (3.8.1.3)
5 Mplastic← Plastic strain metric of e (3.8.1.3)
6 M̂e←Weighted sum of Mcrv, Mvel, Melastic, and Mplastic (3.8.1.5)
7 Clamp M̂e to respect the specified minimum and maximum edge lengths (3.8.1.6)
8 end
9 Mi← Sizing field of vertex i by averaging M̂e of adjacent faces (3.8.1.7)
10 Calculate the size of each edge i- j using Mi and M j (3.8.1.8);
/* Mesh Modification (3.8.2) */
11 while Exists an edge e with size greater than 1 do
12 Bisect edge e
13 while Exists a flippable edge f do
14 Flip edge f
15 end
16 end
17 while Exists a collapsable edge e do
18 Collapse edge e
19 while Exist a flippable edge f do
20 Flip edge f
21 end
22 end
/* Mesh Post-Processing */
23 Resample the plastic strain (3.8.3)
3.8.1 Mesh Analysis
In the beginning of each remesh iteration, the sizing field of each mesh face is measured. The sizing field captures 4
metrics that judge the amount of refinement needed at the face. The 4 metrics are curvature Mcrv, velocity gradient
Mvel, elastic strain Melastic, and plastic strain Mplastic.
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3.8.1.1 Curvature Metric
The curvature metric Mcrv is formulated to estimate the curvature between vertices i and j of a given face. The
curvature is defined using the difference in vertex normals, which can be factored to involve a gradient:∥∥ni−n j∥∥2 = ∥∥∇n ·ui j∥∥2
= (∇n ·ui j)ᵀ(∇n ·ui j)
= uᵀi j (∇n
ᵀ
∇n)ui j (3.16)
where ∇n is the face’s world-space vertex normal gradient with respect to the reference-space vertex normals, and ui j
is the displacement vector between vertices i and j in the 2D local reference-space.
The 2D local reference-space is the space where the 3D reference-space would reside if it were projected onto the
plane of the given face. The projection from 3D to 2D reference-space can be done using a basis matrix U. Each
face has its own basis matrix that is constructed as a 3×2 matrix where the 2 columns correspond to the normalized
orthogonal vectors that are tangent to the face in reference-space. If Q is a vector quantity in 3D reference-space, such
as a displacement vector, it can be projected into 2D local reference space by multiplying with the given basis matrix
U:
QU.
If Q is a 3×3 gradient where Q = ∂f/∂x, both ∂f and ∂x can be projected into 2D local reference-space using the same
basis matrix:
Uᵀ QU.
The reason for working in the 2D space is to simplify the mesh analysis. In particular, attributes, such as vertex normal,
velocity, and strain, are only measured along the 2D plane of the face. The simplification is justified by the assumption
that the thin object being modelled is always one-element thick; remeshing along the thickness is not required.
When the vertex normal gradient pair ∇n from equation (3.16) is projected into the 2D local reference-space, it is
regarded as the 2×2 curvature metric Mcrv:
Mcrv = Uᵀ (∇nᵀ∇n)U
The details for calculating the 3×3 ∇n or any gradient across a face can be found in Appendix B.1.
3.8.1.2 Velocity Gradient Metric
The velocity difference between two vertices can be expressed and computed in a similar matter:∥∥vi−v j∥∥2 = uᵀi j (∇vᵀ∇v)ui j
where the projected gradient is taken to be the 2×2 velocity gradient metric Mvel:
Mvel = Uᵀ (∇vᵀ∇v)U.
∇v is the vertex velocity gradient with respect to the reference-space vertex positions.
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3.8.1.3 Elastic and Plastic Strain Metric
Along with the curvature and velocity gradient metrics, the sizing field also dependent on the elastic strain metric
Melastic and plastic strain metric Mplastic. Both metrics are measured on an element basis and are formulated as
Melastic = Uᵀ (EᵀE)U Mplastic = Uᵀ (PᵀP)U
where









The elastic strain metric Melastic is dependent on the Cauchy strain εelastic, which is calculated at the warping point.
The warping point is essentially a reserved integration point that resides in the center of the element, and is detailed in
Appendix A.1.1. The Cauchy strain formulation can be found in equation (3.5).
The sym(·) operator, which accompanies εelastic and later εi,plastic, denotes that the symmetrical factor of the given
tensor should be used. See Appendix A.4 regarding decomposing a tensor into its symmetrical and rotational factors.
The reason for discarding the rotational factor is to allow the elastic and plastic strain metrics to be subsequently
summed together in a common rotation-free space when computing the sizing field.
The plastic strain metric Mplastic requires computing an average of the plastic strain. In particular, the symmetrical
factor of the plastic strain is summed across the q integration points of the element, and then scaled by 1/q. We
use averaging instead of computing the plastic strain at the single warping point because the plastic strain tensors are
already calculated at each integration point.
Lastly, the abs(·) operator returns the element-wise absolute of the given tensor. By taking the absolute, the
measurement of strain becomes invariant to compression and stretching. In effect, buckling and refinement that follows
are anticipated at areas where elastic compression or plastic stretching is present.
3.8.1.4 Omitted Metrics
We exclude two metrics from the sizing fields: buckling suppression Mbuc and obstacle proximity Mobs. Buckling
suppression is particularly used to reduce surface buckling anticipation along the stretching strain direction when
there is bending strain present in the perpendicular direction. This is useful for stiff materials, such as paper, but for
soft tissue, the metric is not essential. The other omitted metric, obstacle proximity allows the mesh to anticipate
collisions by preemptively refining areas that are near obstacles. This is useful for high impact velocity and fracture
simulations. For growth simulation, collisions are slow enough such that the velocity metric alone can indicate needed
refinement.
3.8.1.5 Sizing Field Summation















The scalers ∆nmax, ∆vmax, and smax are present to adjust the strength of each metric. For our simulations, we found
setting the scalars to 0.2, 0.01, and 1.0 respectively to be sufficient.
3.8.1.6 Sizing Field Clamp
The eigenvalues of the sizing fields are clamped to correspond to the minimum and maximum edge lengths permitted
and to constrain the minimum aspect ratio. This is performed by first factoring the sizing field using eigendecomposi-







lmin and lmax refer to the specified minimum and maximum edge lengths respectively. Afterwards, the smaller clamped
eigenvalue is set to α2min times the larger value where αmin is the minimum aspect ratio targeted. We recommend setting
αmin to 0.5, which prevents the remesher from breaking symmetry when given a symmetrical mesh.
3.8.1.7 Vertex Sizing Field
The sizing fields from the faces are then interpolated to the vertices. For a given vertex i, an area-weighted average is









A f M̂ f
where Fi refers to the set of faces that are incident to vertex i while A f and M̂ f refer to the world-space area and sizing
field of face f respectively.
3.8.1.8 Edge Size
The size of a given edge is calculated by first taking the average of its two vertices’ sizing fields. The average is then









where i and j refer to the two vertices of the edge.
3.8.2 Mesh Modification
When the edge sizes have been calculated, the mesh topology can now be modified. First, the maximal independent
set of edges that have a size greater than 1 are bisected. The bisect operation and along with other operations, are
exemplified in Figure 3.6. The maximal independent set refers to the largest set of edges where no edge shares a
common vertex with another. This set can be found greedily in linear time by looping through each edge where each
edge is checked to see if it has a size greater than 1 and that none of its two vertices have been visited. If these two
conditions are satisfied, the edge is added to the set. When the entire set has been found, each edge in the set is bisected.
The new vertex that resides at the midpoint of each bisected edge has its attributes, namely the front and back node
world-space positions, reference-space positions, world-space velocities, reference-space velocities, and morphogen
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A (Reference) B (Bisect)
C (Flip) D (Collapse)
Figure 3.6: Remeshing Operations. Using the center edge in (A) as a starting reference, the effect of the three
operations on the edge are shown in (B), (C), and (D) respectively. The bisect operation (B) splits the center edge
while creating a new middle vertex that is connected to all four of its adjacent vertices. The flip operation (C) replaces
the center edge with a new edge that is connected to the other two adjacent vertices. The collapse operation (D)
collapses one of the center edge’s vertices (right vertex in this case) into the other center edge vertex (left vertex in
this case). If the mesh symmetry needs to be preserved, the collapse operation can be performed by collapsing the two
vertices of the center edge together into a new midpoint vertex.
concentration, calculated using the average of its 2 parent vertices’ attributes. When the maximal independent set of
edges have been bisected, the whole edge bisecting procedure is repeated until no non-empty maximal independent
set can be found.
Additionally, every time an edge is bisected, the entire mesh is checked for flippable edges and are flipped if so.
Algorithmically, this process is performed by first finding the maximal independent set of flippable edges. An edge is
considered flippable if the anisotropic-aware criteria holds true [31]:
(u jk×uik)uᵀil Mavg ujl +u
ᵀ
jk Mavg uik (uil×u jl)< 0.
i and j refer to the vertices of the edge. k and l refer to the vertices of the new edge if the flip were to occur. Mavg
denotes the average vertex sizing field computed from all four vertices i, j, k, and l. When all flippable edges in
the maximal independent set have been flipped, the flipping procedure is repeated again until a non-empty maximal
independent flippable edge set does not exist. The purpose of these edge flips are to improve the aspect ratio of the
faces, similar to how Delaunay triangulation aims to maximize the minimum angles of each triangle.
After splitting and flipping the edges, edges are collapsed without introducing new edges of size greater than
1. Let F be the set of faces of the mesh. Within F , a collapsible edge is searched for. An edge is considered
collapsible if it does not reside on the boundary of the mesh, will not produce an inverted or small aspect ratio face,
nor produce an edge with a size exceeding 1−h where h is a hysteresis parameter set to 0.2 in order to avoid splitting
and collapsing oscillations. If the edge is collapsible, the edge is removed without introducing any new vertex, as
shown in Figure 3.6.D. However, if the mesh symmetry needs to be preserved, the edge can alternatively be removed
by collapsing the two vertices of the edge into a new midpoint vertex. Once an edge is collapsed, F is updated to
include the faces affected by the collapse. Similar to the bisection procedure, flippable edges in F are searched and
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flipped after each collapse. The whole collapsing procedure is repeated until no edge can be collapsed nor flipped.
3.8.3 Plastic Strain Resampling
Once remeshing has finished, a custom post-processing step is executed where the plastic strain of each element
is recalculated. In other words, before and after remeshing, the plastic strain across the mesh should be close to
invariant in terms of its magnitude, direction, and locality. The resampling process is carried out using a nearest
neighbor interpolation scheme. First, integration points of the old mesh are saved. For a given integration point of the
new mesh, the 6 integration points of the old mesh that are nearest to the given integration point are searched. The
search can be perform by traversing across neighboring triangles. Once the 6 points are found, their associated plastic
strain matrices undergo an inverse distance weighting procedure to yield the plastic strain tensor εplastic,i for the given
integration point i of the new mesh:
εplastic,i =
1







where j denotes one of the 6 integration points of the old mesh that are closest to integration point i of the new mesh,
and dist(i, j) is the distance between integration point i and j in world-space. Because plastic strain is minimized due
to plastic embedding, numerical errors associated with repeated resampling are minimized as well.
3.9 Collision Handling
To prevent the growing models from intersecting, the simulations are coupled with a collision handling method that is
largely based on the discrete and continuous collision handling scheme proposed by Bridson et al. [3], while leveraging
on ArtiSynth’s LCP solver to resolve detected collisions [26]. Algorithm 3 outlines the steps of the collision handling
method, which are elaborated in the subsequent sections. Much like for remeshing, the solid-shell model is treated as
a surface mesh where front nodes, front edges, and front surfaces are referred to as vertices, edges, and faces/triangles
respectively. Collision handling can be configured to be performed entirely in the world-space or reference-space
with the latter assuming that the world-space mirrors the reference-space. In all of our growth simulations, collision
handling is performed in reference-space.
3.9.1 Discrete Collision Handling
In the first stage of collision handling, nearby features2 are detected and repelled apart in attempt to enforce a minimum
distance between nearby features. By maintaining a certain minimum distance between features, actual collisions that
do occur can be resolved more quickly: the minimum distance imposed reduces the risk of secondary collisions
occurring when the actual collisions are repelled apart.
2In context of collision handling, the term feature denotes either a vertex, edge, or triangle of a mesh.
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Algorithm 3: Collision Handling Procedure
/* Corresponding sections numbers are denoted in red */
/* Physics time step */
1 xk← Node positions at time k (Free of penetrations)
2 vk+1← Solved node velocities at time k+1 (3.2.10)
3 h← Integration time step
4 xk+1← xk +hvk+1 // Penetrations temporarily ignored
/* Gathered constraints at time k+1 */
5 C′←∅
/* Stage 1: Repel features that are in close proximity */
6 Detect nearby features in xk using discrete detection (3.9.1.1)
7 C← Constraints of nearby feature pairs (3.9.1.2)
8 J← Impulse velocities obtained from LCP solver and C (3.9.1.3)
9 xk+1← xk+1 +J
10 C′← C′∪C
/* Stage 2: Resolve collisions */
11 while xk+1 has collisions do
12 Detect colliding features using continuous detection between xk and xk+1 (3.9.2.1)
13 C← Constraints of colliding feature pairs (3.9.2.2)
14 foreach Impact zone Z of C do
15 J← Impulse velocities obtained from LCP solver and Z (3.9.2.3)
16 xk+1← xk+1 +J
17 end




22 Constrain the next velocity solve (line 2) using C′ (3.9.3)
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3.9.1.1 Detecting Nearby Features
The detection of nearby features is performed on the last known penetration-free state of the mesh (i.e xk). The detec-
tion is divided into two phases. The first phase, referred as broad-phase detection, searches for pairs of features that
are potentially nearby using axis-aligned bounding-boxes (AABB). These AABBs individually enclose each feature
with the smallest possible rectangle prism that aligns with the coordinate axes of the world-space or reference-space.
The AABBs are then used to assemble three bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) trees: one for the vertices, one for
the edges, and one for the triangles. Overlapping AABB pairs can then be queried by recursively traversing two given
BVH trees. It is sufficient to only search for vertex-triangle (VT) and edge-edge (EE) pairs whose AABB pairs overlap.
When generating the AABBs, the margins of the rectangles are adjusted to correspond to the minimum distance m
that the features should be kept apart. Particularly, the width, length, and height of each AABB should be increased
by m/2. The minimum distance itself is left as a user-defined parameter, typically corresponding to a multiple of the
solid-shell thickness.
Once the potentially nearby feature pairs (i.e. whose AABBs overlap) have been found, they are passed to the
narrow-phase detection phase to confirm the feature pairs that are actually within a distance of m apart. Given a VT
pair, their distance apart is measured from the vertex to the closest point of the triangle. For an EE pair, their distance
apart is measured between the two closest points of the two edges. An efficient implementation for calculating the two
closest edge points can be found in [34, Appendix B.3] which does not require an iterative search.
3.9.1.2 Generating Constraints From Nearby Features
Figure 3.7: Penetration Distance. (A) shows a nearby vertex-triangle pair scenario. v is the vertex position and v′ is
the vertex projected onto the triangle plane that is closest to v. d is the distance between v and v′. m is the minimum
distance that vertex v should be kept away from v′. p is the distance that v is currently penetrating into the minimum
distance m. (B) shows a nearby edge-edge pair scenario. f and g are the two closest points between the edges where f
belongs to the first edge of the edge pair. d is the distance between f and g. m is the minimum distance that f should
be kept apart from g. p is the distance that f is currently penetrating into the minimum distance m.
Each nearby feature has a corresponding unilateral constraint that is created. A unilateral constraint consists of a
penetration distance p, normal vector N, and weights of the nodes involved:
wn N≥ p.
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The penetration distance p is the depth that the feature pairs are penetrating into the minimum distance m threshold.
Figure 3.7 provides a visual and explanation for calculating p for a given nearby VT or EE pair. The minimum distance
m itself is left as a heuristic parameter [3].
The normal vector N of a constraint indicates the direction/plane that the first feature of the nearby feature pair
should be pushed towards to maintain their minimum distance apart. For a VT pair, the normal vector is set to the
normal of the triangle and negated if necessary such that the normal vector is facing the same plane that the vertex
should be pushed towards. Determining whether or not to negate the normal vector can be done using a dot product
test:
N · (v−v′)< 0
where v is the vertex position and v′ is the vertex projected onto the triangle plane that is closest to v. In the EE pair
case, the normalized cross product of two edge vectors is used as the constraint’s normal vector, which is similarly
negated if necessary such that the normal vector faces the same plane that the first edge of the edge pair should be
pushed towards. This normal vector should be negated if
N · (f−g)< 0
where f and g are the closest points of the first and second edge respectively.
There is a boundary case for the normal vector of an EE pair constraint that requires attention. If f or g resides on
the very end of its edge, then the normal vector of the EE pair constraint is computed as the normalized f− g vector
without any needed negation. This is required for cases where the cross product approach would actually prevent a
nearby edge from passing by a boundary edge.
The weight of a vertex indicates the fraction of the constraint’s impulse that is to be applied to the vertex. For a VT
pair, the vertex v is assigned a weight of w0 = 1.0. The weights of the 3 triangle vertices (w1,w2,w3) are equal to the
negated barycentric coordinates of v′ where v′ is v projected onto the triangle plane and closest to v. The reasoning
for using negative weights for the triangle vertices is to scale the triangle vertex impulses such that they push in the
opposite direction of the impulse that is applied to vertex v. For EE pairs, the vertex weights are based on how close









Pn and wn refer to the position and assigned weight of vertex n. n ranges from 0 to 3 where n = 0 and n = 1 refer to
the vertices of the first edge of the EE pair while n = 2 and n = 3 refer to the vertices of the other edge. f and g refer
to the two points of the two edges that are a minimum distance apart. The operator dist(·) simply denotes the distance
between two given points. Similar to the VT constraint, the weights of the opposite edge, namely w2 and w3, end up
becoming negative in order to repel the second edge in the opposite direction of the first edge’s impulse.
Once the constraints have been created, they are represented on a node basis. Each front node that correspond to
a vertex of a given nearby feature pair has a copy of the penetration magnitude, normal vector, and vertex’s assigned
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weight. These per-node constraints are then duplicated for the back nodes. This allows the front and back nodes to be
subjected to the same impulse. If the front nodes were only affected by the impulses, plastic embedding would cause
impulse-induced displacements of the front nodes to accumulate in the reference-space, causing the director vectors
in the reference-space to unnaturally elongate from the back nodes.
3.9.1.3 Creating Impulses using Constraints
The task of obtaining the impulse velocities, subjected to unilateral constraints, can be seen as a mixed LCP [8, 12].
The mixed LCP is essentially a linear problem (e.g. solve for x in Ax = b) that accounts for bilateral and unilateral




















0≤ z ⊥ s≥ 0.
Laying out the notations first, M is the mass block matrix. B and U are the bilateral and unilateral constraint matrices
respectively, capturing the left-hand side (LHS) portion of each constraint equation. v is the nodal impulse velocities
to solve for, while λ and z are the constraint impulses that are solved along the way. f is the vector of nodal forces.
b and p are the bilateral and unilateral constraint vectors respectively, capturing the right-hand side (RHS) portion
of each constraint equation. s is a slack variable to transform the inequality equations into equality equations. The
expression involving the ⊥ symbol indicates the complementarity constraint that must be met, and is shorthand for
z · s = 0, z≥ 0, s≥ 0.
The contents of the mass and constraint variables are structured on a nodal basis. Assuming a system with n nodes,
M is structured as a 3n× 3n diagonal mass matrix. The unilateral constraint matrix U is sized c× 3n where c is
the number unilateral constraints. U captures the weights w and normals N of the LHS portion of each unilateral
constraint. The unknown impulse velocities to be solved are delegated to the 3n-sized vector v. For the RHS of the
unilateral constraints, the unilateral constraint vector p of size c holds the penetration magnitudes. Because no bilateral
constraints are involved, its constraint matrix B, constraint vector b, and placeholder vector λ can all be assumed to be
zero-sized. In addition, the force vector f is zero-sized.
Solving for v is handled by ArtiSynth, which provides a mixed LCP solver. Details on the mixed LCP solver are
provided in ArtiSynth’s documentation [26]. When the impulse velocities v are solved, they are added to the current
node positions xk+1, essentially repelling the nearby features apart.
3.9.2 Continuous Collision Handling
When detecting and repelling nearby features, we assume that the impulses, which are calculated based on the mesh
at time step k, would always correct the mesh at time step k+1 into a penetration-free state. This assumption is only
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reasonable when the mesh geometry does not significantly differ between time step k and k+ 1. However, in cases
where the growth model is highly strained, the mesh geometry between time step k and k+ 1 can greatly differ. For
these harder cases, continuous collision detection (CCD) is deployed where the mesh geometry at both time steps are
accounted in order to formulate constraints that adequately undo the penetrations.
3.9.2.1 Detecting Collided Features
The CCD implementation follows closely to the works of Owens et al. [34], whom used AABBs and a root-finding
method to respectively search and confirm both EE and VT collisions that occurred between xk and xk+1. Parallel to
detecting nearby features, the CCD implementation is divided into two phases: broad-phase detection and narrow-
phase detection.
In broad-phase detection, potential collisions are searched in a similar matter to how potential nearby features
were searched. However, a key difference is that each AABB now encloses the space-time path that a feature traversed
between time step k and k+1, assuming that vertex displacement is linear across each time step. For CCD, the margins
of the AABBs do not have to be extended except by a small error tolerance.
In narrow-phase detection, the potential VT and EE collisions are examined closely to confirm whether or not
they have actually collided. Particularly, for each potential collision, the two features are tested for coplanarity and
intersection. If both coplanarity and intersection hold to be true at a given time between time step k and k+1, then the
two features would have collided along their space-time paths. For a given feature pair, finding the time(s) that they
become coplanar requires solving for the roots of a cubic polynomial equation. Afterwards, the feature pair can be
checked for intersection at their times of coplanarity in constant time. Refer to Section 4.2.2 in Owens et al. [34] for
details regarding implementing the coplanarity and intersections tests.
3.9.2.2 Generating Constraints from Detected Collisions
The constraints of the detected collisions can be generated using the same process that was done for nearby features but
with a few minor differences. The primary difference is that the impulses specified from the constraints are calculated
to undo the penetration of collided features instead of enforcing the minimum distance m between feature pairs.
Generating a constraint for a given VT collision is straight forward. The penetration magnitude p is formulated as
the distance from the vertex to the point of the triangle plane that is closest to the vertex. Both vertex and triangle are
assumed to be at time k+ 1. The constraint’s normal vector N is set to the normal of the triangle at time k+ 1. For
CCD, determining whenever or not the normal vector has to be negated can be done using a double dot product test.
Specifically, the normal vector should be negated if
N · (vk+1− fk+1)> N · (vk− fk)
where N is the normal vector being tested, vk is the vertex position at time k, and fk is the point on the triangle plane at
time k that is closest to vk. Lastly, the 4 vertex weights of the VT collision constraint are calculated in the same way as
in the nearby case except that the barycentric coordinates, before their negation, is calculated from the collision point.
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Along with the VT constraints, a constraint is generated for each EE collision. For a given EE constraint, its
penetration magnitude p is the distance between the closest points of the two edges at time k+ 1. When calculating
the normal vector, the same procedure that was used for the nearby EE case can be done with the two edges at the
exact time of their collision. Unlike the CCD VT case, the CCD EE case does not require a double dot product test;
the same dot product test from the nearby EE pair case be used. Lastly, when assigning weights to the 4 vertices of the
EE constraint, the collision point of the two edges is used in place of both bt f and g for calculating the vertex weights.
3.9.2.3 Creating Impulses from Detected Collisions
The constraints are binned by impact zone [15]. An impact zone is a set of constraints whose vertices overlap. For
example, a VT constraint and EE constraint would be binned into the same impact zone if one of the vertices in the VT
pair can also be found in the EE pair. If a constraint does not share a common vertex with any constraint, it is placed
in its own impact zone.
The impact zones are resolved one at a time using the same LCP solver. Particularly, for a given impact zone,
its constraints are inputted into the LCP solver to solve for the appropriate impulses that satisfy the constraints. The
steps in solving for the impulses velocities using constraints and the LCP solver is the same as in the nearby case. The
solved impulse velocities are then added to the node positions of the impact zone to eliminate its penetrations.
After each impact zone has been dealt with, new collisions can potentially occur. Therefore, the entire procedure
of detecting collisions, generating constraints, and resolving impact zones is repeated until all collisions have been
eliminated.
3.9.3 Velocity Correction
Once the mesh becomes free of penetrations, the impact velocities of resolved nearby and collision pairs need to be
updated. In contrast, the impulses earlier only corrected the positions of the nodes; the nodal velocities have yet to
be updated. Velocity correction is done by constraining the subsequent FEM system solve with the constraints of the
nearby feature pairs and constraints of the primary (i.e. non-secondary) collision pairs. The constrained FEM system




















0≤ z ⊥ s≥ 0.
This equation is essentially the regular FEM system (equation (3.10)) combined with the mixed LCP equation (equa-
tion (3.17)), forming the constrained FEM system. The terms M̂ and f̂k encapsulate the existing terms from the original












The constraint terms from the mixed LCP equation, namely B, U, b, and p, are appended with a k superscript to
indicate that the terms refer to the constraints that were computed immediately prior (i.e. from time step k).
The constrained FEM system is solved in the same matter as solving the mixed LCP equation, yielding the up-
dated nodal velocities vk+1 that respect the specified constraints. Consequently, unless the nodal strain forces fk are
overwhelmingly opposing, the directions of the impact velocities of the nearby and collision pairs become reflected.
Although not used in our growth simulations, friction is supported by the box friction model [26]. The friction
model is applied as a post-hoc correction to vk+1 using a simplified version of the constrained FEM system. In the
system, M̂ is replaced with M, and includes extra constraints that are tangential to the directions of the contact points.
3.9.4 Accounting for Remeshing
Between the end of position correction and start of velocity correction, the growth procedure is carried out, including
remeshing. The constraints that are to be passed to the constrained FEM system (equation (3.17)) need to be interpo-
lated whenever the mesh topology changes. Because the constraints are represented on a nodal basis, interpolation is
straight forward: new nodes are given an even average of its parent nodes’ constraints, and the constraints of deleted
nodes are discarded.
3.9.5 Culling Redundant Nearby and Collided Features
The computation time of the mixed LCP solver can be improved by reducing the number of constraints in the system.
One way to reduce the number of constraints is to cull out redundant nearby or collided feature pairs that were detected.
In the CCD case, we use the following rules:
• Given a detected VT pair, it can be ignored if any of the connected edges of the vertex is part of a detected EE
pair that has an earlier collision time.
• Given a detected EE pair, it can be ignored if any of its vertices is involved in a detected VT pair that has an
earlier collision time.




In this Chapter, we showcase a number of simulated growth experiments that investigates the capabilities of the
new solid-shell growth approach. The first set of experiments intends to verify the surface buckling capabilities of the
framework by growing basic shapes. The second set of experiments showcases the growth of delicate wrinkles, large
ripple cascades, macroscopic deformations, and large bending deformations. Furthermore, both adaptive remeshing
and plastic embedding undergo ablation experiments to contrast between their inclusion and absence in order to ob-
serve their benefits. We also demonstrate the simulation of residual stress that accompany growth. Lastly, two models




Figure 4.1: Basic Grown Shapes. The bulge (A1), saddle (B1), and arc ridge (C1) are produced by respectively
placing morphogen (denoted in purple) in the center, boundary, and middle strip of the sheet. If the bending stiffness
of the sheet is lowered, the steep crater (A2), ripples (B2), and grooves (C2) are respectively produced instead.
Before growing elaborate models, we simulate the growth of a set of basic shapes to verify that the buckling
patterns are consistent with previously published simulation results. These basic shapes are shown in Figure 4.1. The
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variety in shapes are attributed by the different combinations of bending stiffness and morphogen placement used.
The shapes in the top row of Figure 4.1 were grown using a relatively higher bending stiffness material than those
in the bottom row. Material with high bending stiffness has the tendency of producing shapes and patterns with lower
curvature. A prime example is the bulge shape (A1), which can be produced by applying morphogen in the center
of a sheet with such material. The bulge shape produced is comparable with existing experiments [29, Fig. 7.3] [22,
Fig. 3]. When morphogen is applied on the sheet perimeter, a comparable saddle (B1) is produced [29, Fig. 6.3a].
The arc ridge (C1), although an uncommon shape to compare, can be seen as a variation of the bulge experiment (A1)
where the bulge is instead elongated along the strip of morphogen, forming a ridge.
When the bending stiffness is lowered, the shapes and patterns exhibit higher curvature. In other words, the energy
associated with bending becomes lower, permitting bends to occur more freely in the minimal energy shape. This can
be observed in the ripples (B2) and grooves (C2) shapes, which are consistent with previous experiments [29, Fig. 6.3b
and 6.6]. The crater shape (A2), although another uncommon shape to compare, has subtleties that are consistent with
the effects of lower bending energy: the bends along its ridge are steeper and small faint buckled protrusions appear
along its sides.
4.2 Ripple Cascade Demo
A (t=0) B (t=7) C (t=13) D (t=20)
Figure 4.2: Time-Lapse Growth of a Ripple Cascade. The front view (top row), oblique view (middle row), and a
close-up view of the shape’s mesh topology (bottom row) are shown. The ripple cascade is generated by applying
diffusible morphogen along the front side of the sheet.
Growing tissue can develop fractal patterns along their edges. The fractal patterns that appear in the kale leaf
(Brassica oleracea) are a notable example and have been modelled using rule-based growth approaches, namely L-
Systems [36]. Fractal patterns can also be reproduced using physics-based approaches. When a flat sheet composed of
thin-shells is subjected to anisotropic plastic strain along one of its edge, the edge can buckle into a cascade of ripples
[47, Fig. 11].
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We can perform the same ripple cascade experiment using our augmented solid-shells. The augmented solid-shells
particularly builds upon the original experiment by introducing plastic embedding and adaptive remeshing, whereas the
original experiment relied upon the multiplicative decomposition approach and use of pre-refined meshes. Figure 4.2
provides a time-lapse of the ripple cascade experiment using augmented solid-shells. In this experiment, anisotropic
morphogen is applied along one side of the solid-shell sheet. The sheet has a length-thickness ratio of 2000:1, Young’s
Modulus of 106, and started with 256 elements. When enough strain accumulates, buckling occurs to form the initial
set of ripples (B). As morphogen continues to be supplied, (C) highlights the early formation of secondary ripples that
occur on the initial set of ripples, which later become more prominent in (D).
One of the significant features of our ripple cascade experiment compared to the original experiment is the for-
mation of larger ripples. The larger ripples are attributed to plastic embedding and the adaptive remesher. Plastic
embedding actively transfers the plastic strain into the rest configuration, essentially minimizing the plastic strain in
order to prevent large and unstable plastic forces. Alongside, the adaptive remesher helps ensure that the aspect ratio of
each element remains in balance during growth, reducing the risk of ill-conditioned elements. The balanced elements
are particularly noticeable in the bottom row of Figure 4.2.D despite prolonged growth.
The inclusion of adaptive remeshing has an additional advantage of allowing the user to perform growth experi-
ments without needing to preemptively predict the location and magnitude of mesh refinement needed. The original
experiment required the use of a posteriori refined meshes [47, Fig.10], which can be time-consuming to construct.
With adaptive remeshing, highly-detailed patterns can still emerge from a coarse mesh that automatically refines itself
where needed.
4.3 Delicate Wrinkle Pattern Demo
There is recent research on simulating the formation of delicate wrinkle patterns on thin tissue. Simulating these pat-
terns requires elements that can handle steep bending deformations and prolonged growth. Consequently, thin-shells
with deformable rest configurations have become a common choice. Particularly, hinge-based thin-shells coupled with
plastic embedding can be used to experimentally generate such patterns [13]. Another work used non-Euclidean plates
to generate delicate wrinkle patterns by gradually scaling the reference metric tensor of each triangle [28].
The formation of delicate wrinkles can also be achieved using solid-shells with plastic embedding. In contrast
to existing approaches for creating wrinkles, we include a remeshing component in our augmented solid-shells. The
remesher can adaptively refine the mesh where wrinkling is anticipated. The experiment is shown in Figure 4.3, which
displays the time-lapse growth of a pattern that resembles a reaction-diffusion pattern. The pattern was generated by
applying diffusible morphogen (from t = 0 to t = 2) in the center of the sheet. The bending stiffness of the sheet was
set to a lower extreme (length-thickness ratio of 10000:1 and Young’s Modulus of 100) to accommodate the formation
of delicate wrinkles. In Figure 4.3, the sheet (A) is initially flat with a uniform mesh resolution of only 200 elements.
After 1 second (B), the sheet remains flat but the remesher anticipates buckling by preemptively increasing the mesh
resolution in the center. After 2 seconds (C), buckling occurs, forming the initial wrinkles. The mesh resolution near
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A (t=0) B (t=1) C (t=2) D (t=3)
Figure 4.3: Time-Lapse Growth of a Delicate Wrinkle Pattern. Each rendered image (top row) is accompanied with a
close-up view of its mesh topology (bottom row). The pattern is generated by supplying diffusible morphogen to the
center of a very thin and highly compliant sheet.
the center further increases in resolution to respect the curvature metric and increasing strain. At 3 seconds (D), the
mesh resolution adapts again to accommodate the more propagated and detailed wrinkle pattern. At the same time,
the boundary of the mesh is hardly refined, as shown in the bottom-left of (D). Overall, this experiment showcases the
ability of the augmented solid-shells in handling a growth scenario that would normally be simulated using thin-shells
with deformable rest configurations.
4.4 Fruit-like Shape Demo
Beyond delicate wrinkles and ripple cascades, mechanical stresses can contribute to the formation of features at macro-
scopic scale. In particular, the overall shapes found in many fruits and vegetables have been suggested to be the result
of stress-induced buckling [50]. This suggestion can be supported using simulation, as shown in Figure 4.4 where a
fruit-like model is grown by applying morphogen uniformly across a starting regular icosahedron sphere composed
of solid-shells. The Young’s Modulus is set to 106, and unlike the previous demos, the solid-shells are set to be very
thick (thickness to sphere radius ratio of 1:5) to model the fleshy interior that resides behind a fruit’s surface.
Across the growth time-lapse in Figure 4.4, the starting sphere develops two polar navels, forming a biconcave
ellipsoid. This resulting morphology is consistent with the fact that biconcave ellipsoids have a lower energy shape
than the sphere [4]. The sphere shape would be retained if only the stretching energy is accounted [7]. When grown
further, bulges form to complement the biconcave ellipsoid. Overall, the experiment showcases the augmented solid-
shell’s ability in modelling large plastic deformations for tissue with considerable thickness.
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A (t=0) A (t=13) A (t=15) B (t=20)
Figure 4.4: Time-Lapse growth of a Fruit-like Shape. Each rendered image (top row) is accompanied with a close-
up view of the fruit’s top navel (bottom row), highlighting the symmetry of the mesh topology even after growth
and remeshing. The fruit-like shape is grown by applying a constant morphogen concentration uniformly across the
surface of a regular icosahedron.
4.5 Curling Sheet Demo
A (t=0) B (t=5) C (t=10) D (t=15)
Figure 4.5: Time-Lapse Simulation of Plastic Bending. Morphogen is placed on one-half of the sheet to anisotropi-
cally shrink and expand the front and virtual back surface respectively of the solid-shells, producing an exaggerated
curling effect.
There are existing approaches on simulating plastic bending. A recent approach is to use an extension of non-
Euclidean plates that supports adjustable rest curvatures. These extended non-Euclidean plates are capable of simu-
lating the curling of paper [7]. For solid-shells, a bilayer of solid-shells can be used where the bottom layer is only
subjected to stretching growth [51]. By growing only the bottom layer, authors were able to make a flat star-like
structure curl upwards into a sphere-like structure.
In this experiment, we demonstrate large plastic bending using a single layer of solid-shells by leveraging on our
bending morphogen. Figure 4.5 provides a time-lapse of the experiment. The starting square sheet (A) has a length-
thickness ratio of 100:1 and a Young’s modulus of 105. On one-half of the sheet, anisotropic (type PER) bending
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morphogen is placed. To produce a more exaggerated curling effect, the same half of the sheet has morphogen that
induces ansisotropic (type PER) shrinking. The initial effect of the morphogen is shown in (B) where one side of
the sheet begins curling. As morphogen continues to be absorbed, (C) and (D) shows the curling curvature becoming
more pronounced, causing the sheet to roll up into itself. To prevent the curling sheet from intersecting itself, collision
handling is enabled in the simulation.
While thin-shells are known for handling plastic bending, this experiments reveals that solid-shells can also be
used. In comparison to the curling paper experiments done using non-Euclidean plates [7], we demonstrate curling
curvature of similar magnitude with the addition of adaptive remeshing and collision handling working alongside.
At the same time, the experiment demonstrates that it is possible to simulate plastic bending using a single layer of
solid-shells.
4.6 Remesher and Plastic Embedding Ablation
Ablation tests are performed to observe the effects of plastic embedding and adaptive remeshing on the formation
of detailed shapes. In each ablation test, morphogen is applied to one side of the sheet, identical to how the ripple
cascade experiment was setup. However, the ablation tests attempt to simulate growth with plastic embedding and
remeshing both disabled, or only one of the two enabled, or both enabled. Tests without plastic embedding fallback to
the multiplicative decomposition approach to model plasticity. The four ablation tests are shown in Figure 4.6, which
showcases the resulting world-space shape (red), reference-space shape (cyan), and reference-space topology (grey)
for each test.
In the first ablation test (A), both plastic embedding and remeshing are disabled. The sheet in world-space buckles
into a single arc while its reference-space shape and reference-space topology remains flat and unchanged. When
plastic embedding is enabled (B), multiple arcs are formed instead in both the world-space and reference-space shapes.
If remeshing is enabled instead of plastic embedding (C), the bends occur at an even greater frequency. Both (B) and
(C) reflect the importance of evolving the reference-space shape and maintaining a high resolution mesh, which can
otherwise prevent the formation of smaller and more detailed shapes. When both plastic embedding and remeshing are
enabled (D), the advantages of both are combined, allowing bends to occur within bends, forming the ripple cascade.
4.7 Tissue Incision and Residual Stress Demo
Large growth deformations often have a side effect of producing residual stress. This accompanying stress is due to
the fact that the grown rest configuration cannot be represented in Euclidean space. The existence of residual stresses
has been speculated to be relevant in biological processes. Particularly for artery tissue, residual stress is a suggested
mechanism that optimizes the tissue’s load-bearing shape [41].
In this experiment, we demonstrate residual stress by showcasing its build-up and release, as shown in Figure 4.7.
The cylinder model (A) is first grown in order to accumulate residual stress (B). The grown model is then vertically
incised in half (C). By incising the model, the area along the incision becomes less physically constrained and therefore
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A (Baseline) B (Plastic Embed) C (Remesh) D (Plastic Embed + Remesh)
Figure 4.6: Ablation of Plastic Embedding and Remeshing. Experiments include: (A) neither plastic embedding nor
remeshing, (B) plastic embedding alone, (C) remeshing alone, and (D) both plastic embedding and remeshing present.
For each experiment, the world-space shape (red), reference-space shape (cyan), and reference-space topology (grey)
of the sheet is shown. Growth is induced by applying morphogen along one side of the sheet.
A (t=0) B (t=10) C (t=20) D (t=30)
Figure 4.7: Build-Up and Release of Residual Stress. (A) depicts the starting cylinder model that is subjected to
growth for 10 seconds (B). (C) is the model after being vertically cut in half and allowed to relax for 10 seconds. (D)
shows the left half of the model after being horizontally cut in half and relaxed for 10 seconds. The colormap denotes
the magnitude of residual stress from low (blue) to high (red).
permitted to expand into a lower energy shape. The release of residual stress is evident by the new shape (C) that the
model takes on after incision. When the second incision is performed (D), the model again takes on a new shape.
The figure also provides a color-mapping of the residual stress, which dissipates after each incision. Altogether, the
experiment highlights that the growing solid-shells can capture residual stress dynamics that accompany large plastic
deformations.
4.8 Ripple Bouquet: Collision Handling Demo 1
We departure from existing FEM growth scenarios in the literature to now simulate large plastic deformations with
collision handling. In this experiment, a collision stress test is setup where multiple layers of ripples are grown and
forced to collide with each other. The time-lapse growth of this model is shown in the top row of Figure 4.8. The
model was set with a Young’s modulus of 107, and radius to thickness ratio of 2172:1. The model was grown by
applying diffusible morphogen along the boundary of each layer. After 8 seconds of growth, the starting model (top
A) transforms into (top B), which has small simple ripples developed. When the secondary ripples emerge in (top C),
collisions begin to occur. Eventually, the model uptakes a form where the developed ripples exists in a penetration-free
state (top D).
The bottom row of Figure 4.8 showcases the same growth time-lapse but with collision handling disabled. Without
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A (t=0) B (t=8) C (t=17) D (t=25)
Figure 4.8: Time-Lapse Growth of a Ripple Bouquet. The model uses five layers of thin sheets. Growth is initiated
by applying diffusible morphogen along the boundary of each layer. Rippling deformations become large enough for
collisions to occur. The bottom row shows the same time-lapse but with collision handling disabled.
collision handling, penetrations become severe artifacts during simulation (bottom C and D). Aside from resolving
penetrations, the addition of collision handling influences the morphology that the model is permitted to take. This is
most noticeable when comparing between the final penetration-free model (top D) with its final penetration-permitted
form (bottom D). Overall, this experiment highlights the importance of collision handling on morphology development
for large plastic deformations.
4.9 Confined Growth: Collision Handling Demo 2
When a growth model is confined to grow within a fixed volume, the model can deform into the matching shape
of the fixed volume. A simulation of this scenario is depicted of Figure 4.9. The starting model is composed of
8 leaflets that are distributed circularly in two layers (top A). The bottom innermost nodes are permanently pinned
in-place throughout the simulation. Growth is enabled by supplying the outermost nodes with a constant morphogen
concentration that diffuses throughout. Young’s modulus was set to 105 with a sphere radius to leaflet thickness ratio
of 2000:1.
When growth begins, the leaflets expand outwards towards the wall of the sphere. Eventually, the leaflets collide
against the sphere, causing growth to be deflected along the inner surface of the sphere (top B-C). With enough time,
the growth model engulfs the available space and altogether becomes spherical-like itself (top D). The bottom row
of Figure 4.9 shows the scenario where collision handling between leaflets is disabled. Artifacts appear due to the
penetration between leaflets. Because the inner leaflets no longer press the outer leaflets against the sphere surface,
the final model (bottom D) appears less uniform in curvature.
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A (t=0) B (t=25) C (t=35) D (t=40)
Figure 4.9: Time-Lapse Growth of Thin Leaflets within a Confining Sphere. Collision handling between individual
leaflets enabled is shown (top row) and contrasted against collision handling disabled (bottom row).
Confined growth can arise during tissue development. Particularly in plants, there are studies suggesting that vol-
ume constraints can influence the possible shapes of leaves and flower petals [9, 42]. This demo aims to demonstrates
the potential of using augmented solid-shells towards studying the effects of confinement on growth within a simulated
environment.
4.10 Performance
The performance timings of the growth simulations are summarized in Table 4.1. Excluded from the results are the
basic shape (Figure 4.1), ablation (Figure 4.6), and residual stress (Figure 4.7) demos, which did not stress the machine
as much relative to the other demos. The simulations were all computed and rendered on an Intel i7-7700K and 16GB
RAM machine.
The breakdown of the performance timings in the table reveals collision handling as being the most expensive com-
ponent to simulate. Slowdown due to collision handling is most notable in the final performance snapshot of the Ripple
Bouquet and Confined Growth experiments. Much of the computational complexity of collision handling is attributed
to the contact points typically becoming persistent once they form due to plasticity. Persistent contact points cause
an accumulation of unilateral constraints that the LCP solver must account for. Consequently, the collision resolution
process can slow down substantially, which was also observed in another work that simulated crumbled paper using
plasticity and unilateral constraints [32, Table 1]. In general, collision handling is a known bottleneck in physics-based
simulation [3, 15]. We provide suggestions in Section 5.1 to address and alleviate the added computational complexity
of the collision handler.
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Table 4.1: Performance Timings of Growth Simulations. Each table row provides a snapshot of the performance
metrics at a specific frame for a given experiment. The column headers are described as follows. "Frame" refers to the
frame of when the performance snapshot was taken. The rendered image that corresponds to the frame is referenced
under "Figure". The experiment that was being conducted when the snapshot was taken is under "Experiment". "#
Ele" and "# Con" are respectively the number of elements and collision constraints present when the snapshot was
taken. The other metrics report the computational time required (in real-life seconds) to carry out a given simulation
component in order to generate the single frame. These other metrics and their abbreviations are as follow: diffusion
(DIFF), remeshing (MESH), stiffness matrix assembly and force calculation (MTXF), (constrained) FEM system
solve (SOLV), collision detection (DECT), collision resolution (RESO), miscellaneous (MISC), and the sum of these
metrics (=). Miscellaneous refers to every other metric not mentioned, including rendering. Remeshing is performed
every 25 frames; timings reported under MESH are averaged per frame for the last remesh since the given frame. The
last column "Elapsed" reports the total time required to simulate the experiment from start to until the performance
snapshot was taken.
Experiment Figure Frame # Ele # Con DECT RESO DIFF MESH MTXF SOLV MISC = Elapsed
Curling Sheet 4.5.B 500 1k - 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.18 1 min
4.5.C 1000 1k - 0.14 - 0.00 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.22 3 min
4.5.D 1500 1k 368 0.16 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.40 1.54 2.15 7 min
Delicate Wrinkle 4.3.B 100 4k - - - 0.00 0.92 0.05 0.05 0.09 1.11 14 sec
4.3.C 200 14k - - - 0.01 1.65 0.16 0.18 0.32 2.32 2 min
4.3.D 300 30k - - - 0.07 1.55 0.55 0.62 0.81 3.60 8 min
Fruit 4.4.B 666 10k - - - 0.02 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.25 0.83 5 min
4.4.C 1333 23k - - - 0.05 0.30 0.43 0.48 0.26 1.52 20 min
4.4.D 2000 32k - - - 0.08 0.67 0.60 0.76 0.81 2.92 46 min
Ripple Cascade 4.2.B 666 18k - - - 0.03 0.21 0.30 0.34 0.44 1.32 10 min
4.2.C 1333 36k - - - 0.09 0.52 0.67 0.72 0.99 2.99 36 min
4.2.D 2000 51k - - - 0.15 1.16 0.89 1.06 0.49 3.75 80 min
Ripple Bouquet 4.8.B 833 6k 308 2.56 0.06 0.00 0.03 0.11 1.01 0.19 3.96 0.7 hrs
4.8.C 1666 8k 340 4.04 0.06 0.00 0.05 0.14 1.40 0.24 5.93 1.8 hrs
4.8.D 2500 11k 552 6.06 0.19 0.02 0.07 0.19 3.29 0.22 10.04 3.6 hrs
Confined Growth 4.9.B 2500 2k 92 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.11 0.46 0.1 hrs
4.9.C 3500 5k 1080 1.26 0.55 0.01 0.02 0.01 3.23 0.55 5.63 0.6 hrs




Solid-shells have not previously been used for simulating large growth deformations. In response, we have devel-
oped a new solid-shell growth approach to investigate the potential of simulating large growth using solid-shells. The
new solid-shell growth approach entails augmenting solid-shells with plastic embedding and strain-aware adaptive
remeshing. Solid-shells offer shell-like decoupling of stretching and bending to handle large bends, while accounting
for thickness compression, shearing, and compatibly with existing 3D material laws. Both stretching and bending are
captured by the director vectors, allowing both dynamics to share a common plastic procedure, namely plastic embed-
ding. Plastic embedding enables large plastic deformations to occur in solid-shells by deforming the stress-free rest
configuration according to the growth/plastic strain. Before deformations emerge or become large, the strain-aware
adaptive remesher automatically refines the mesh where needed to maintain a stable and high quality mesh topology.
Alongside, the large and intricate plastic deformations are governed and influenced by efficient morphogen diffusion,
and a discrete and continuous constraint-based collision handler.
The construction of the growth framework has resulted in a number of novel contributions. These include (1) en-
abling large plastic deformations in solid-shells via plastic embedding, (2) introducing strain-aware adaptive remeshing
to growth simulation, (3) extending the growth tensor description proposed by Kennaway et al. [22] to support plastic
bending, and (4) introducing morphogen diffusion and collision handling to growing solid-shells. Altogether, these
individual contributions are used to support the primary contribution of enabling and accommodating large plastic
deformations in growing solid-shells.
The growth experiments demonstrate a wide range of growth scenarios that the framework can simulate. The
augmented solid-shells are capable of handling large fractal patterns, fine delicate wrinkles, and large plastic bending
in thin tissue. The solid-shells are also adapt in handling the growth of thick tissue, as shown in the formation of a
fruit-like shape. In contrast to similar experiments in the literature, our experiments incorporate strain-aware adaptive
remeshing to permit detailed growth starting from a coarse mesh. We also showcase novel experiments of simulating
large plastic deformations with collision handling of growing FEM tissue. Altogether, the qualitative experiments
conducted demonstrates that the augmented solid-shell are a viable alternative to handle large and intricate plastic
deformations of tissue compared to thin-shells.
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5.1 Limitations and Future Work
The framework carries limitations that accompany finite element simulations, particularly regarding the element inver-
sion risk and collision handling performance. Element inversion can occur whenever plastic embedding cannot keep
up with the build-up of plastic strain, which is often due to excessive morphogen being applied within a short amount
of time. Consequently, it is necessary to grow at a slow enough rate such that the rest configuration is given enough
iterations to converge into a shape that represents the plastic strain [13]. Otherwise, the plastic strain can accumulate
to produce volatile forces.
To address the collision handling performance, we plan to investigate using a technique in which contact constraints
are treated as bilateral (i.e. equality) constraints during each simulation step, with separation applied as required
between steps, which effectively distributes the LCP solve across the entire simulation to improve simulation efficiency
[26]. The collision handling performance could also be improved by parallelizing the LCP solve on the GPU [24].
The thesis is a qualitative investigation of growing solid-shells. Consequently, the experiment results are limited
to visual comparisons to similarly simulated growth models in the literature. Providing a comprehensive quantitative
comparison of the growing solid-shells to other implemented growth models remains as a future work, as source code
for other growth frameworks are largely unavailable (see "Open Source" column in Table 2.1).
5.2 Concluding Remarks
The simulation of growth is relatively more challenging compared simulating elasticity alone. Much of the challenge
is attributed to needing to accommodate large and intricate plastic deformations while integrating factors that govern
growth, including morphogen diffusion and collision handling. We hope that the growth framework with its new
solid-shell growth approach presented allows researchers to readily conduct growth experiments and further advance
developments in growth modelling. To assist the developments, the source code of the growth framework presented in
this thesis is made publicly available. The framework can particularly be applied and extended to quantitative studies
and applications including plant morphology research and appearance modelling.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR SOLID-SHELL ELEMENT
A.1 Integration Points
Each triangular solid-shell element has a set of 9 integration points. The integration points are distributed such that the
bottom, middle, and top portion of the element are assigned 3 integration points each. The local coordinates (ξ1,ξ2,ξ3)
and weight w for each of the 9 integration points are
ξ1 = (a,b,−b) w1 = ac1 ξ4 = (a,a,0) w4 = ac2 ξ7 = (a,a,b) w7 = ac1
ξ2 = (b,a,−b) w2 = ac1 ξ5 = (b,a,0) w5 = ac2 ξ8 = (b,a,b) w8 = ac1
















We define a special integration point, separate from the 9 integration points of the triangular solid-shell element. This
special integration point is referred as the warping point and resides in the center of the element volume. For the











The warping point is only used for the purpose of measuring quantities, which are normally evaluated at every
integration point, that is best representative of the entire element. For example, the deformation gradient F that is best
representative of a given element can be measured by evaluating the deformation gradient formula (equation (3.2))
using the local coordinates of the element’s warping point.
A.2 Covariant and Contravariant Basis Vectors

















































where α∈ {1,2} and other variables being defined earlier in section 3.3.1. These vectors are referred as covariant basis
vectors as they can co-vary with the changes in local coordinate bases. For example, if the element’s local coordinate
bases were to be modified by multiplying the bases by some matrix, the covariant basis vectors would need to be
multiplied by the same matrix.
The column vectors that comprise the inverse Jacobian matrix can be regarded as the contravariant basis vectors
and are denoted as (g1,g2,g3). Compared to covariant vectors, these contravariant vectors contra-vary with the changes
of the element’s local coordinate bases, meaning that if the local coordinate bases were to be transformed by some
matrix, the contravariant vectors would need to be multiplied by the inverse of the matrix.
The primary reason for constructing the Jacobian in terms of basis vectors is that it allows for the gradient formu-
lation to vary depending on the direction taken across the local coordinates. In particular, the gradient between the
top and bottom face of the solid-shell element at a given (ξ1,ξ2) is set to be constant by making the 3rd covariant
basis vector independent of the local thickness coordinate ξ3. In effect, this simplifies the solid-shell with a linearized
thickness.
A.3 Gradient Factors














Recall that face(i) is 1 or -1, depending if node a belongs to the front or back face respectively; Ns(a) is the s(a)-th
2D shape function where s(a) is defined in equation (3.12); and g3 is the 3rd contravariant basis vector of the element,
which is calculated using the element’s node positions in world-space and the local coordinates of integration point i.







where each term is a derivative of shape function Ns(a) that is evaluated using the first two local coordinates of inte-
gration point k and subsequently multiplied by its respective contravariant basis vector.
A.4 Polar Decomposition
The deformation gradient (or strain tensor) can be decomposed into a symmetrical and rotational factor. Given a tensor
M to be decomposed, the right polar decomposition of the tensor is defined as
M = RP
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where R and P are the rotational and symmetrical factors respectively, and can be computed using existing matrix li-
braries. Conceptually, using the deformation gradient as an example, its rotational factor describes how the deformable
body should be rotated in-place before the symmetrical factor stretches/compresses the body.
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CHAPTER B
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR ADAPTIVE REMESHING
B.1 Element-Based Gradient
The analysis stage of the adaptive remesher operates on gradients that are defined on an element basis rather than
an integration point basis. Suppose the element-based gradient of an arbitrary quantity x of a solid-shell element is
formulated as
∇x = JJ−10 .
The 3×3 Jacobian J is computed using equations (3.11) and (A.2) by substituting ξ with the local coordinates of the
element’s warping point and by substituting both xa and ya with the arbitrary quantity that corresponds to the a-th
front node and a-th back node respectively. For instance, xa and ya can be set to the velocity of the a-th front node
and a-th back node respectively if one were to compute the velocity gradient. Both xa and ya can be set to the same
quantity, such as the vertex normal of the a-th front node, if the gradient is intended to be invariant across the front
and back nodes.
The J0 is the rest Jacobian, which is calculated in the same matter as J, but using quantities that the gradient is
respect to. For example, J0 would use reference-space node positions during its calculation in order to compute a
gradient that is respect to the reference-space node positions.
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